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Summary
The climate of the Earth is changing in response to natural and anthropogenic forcing agents.
Emissions of greenhouse gases and air pollutants have led to significant changes in the
Earth’s climate systems and projections indicate that further extensive changes are likely.
Increased scientific understanding into the processes responsible for climate change and the
possible consequences of assumptions regarding future climate and air pollution policy is
important to formulate effective response strategies based on mitigation and adaptation. Earth
System Models (ESMs) can be used to make climate projections based on emissions or
concentrations projections for greenhouse gasses and aerosols derived from socio-economic
scenarios. Such scenarios are produced by Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs), based on
detailed descriptions of population growth, energy demand and land use.
There has been increasing interest in coupling different disciplines involved in climate
research. The current cooperation efforts among scientists from different disciplines have led
to an improved representation of climate forcings in ESMs, and of climate responses impacts
in IAMs. In this thesis, we contribute to this cooperation by exploring the consequences of
emission scenarios under different assumptions regarding air pollution and climate policy.
To do so, we utilize a set of scenarios similar to the Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCPs), developed using the IAM IMAGE. These scenarios combine scenarios with radiative
forcing targets in 2100 of 2.6 W/m2 and 6.0 W/m2 with different assumptions for air pollution
policies (low/high). These scenarios are subsequently used in the global atmospheric
chemistry and transport model TM5. Results reveal that both climate and air pollution control
policies have large-scale impacts on pollutant concentrations, often of comparable magnitude.
We also find that air pollution control measures could, on a global scale, significantly reduce
the warming induced by tropospheric ozone and black carbon and the cooling resulting from
sulphate in the coming decades. These effects tend to cancel each other on a global scale.
Next, we evaluate the equilibrium climate response to aerosol reductions in different parts of
the world in 2050, using the global climate model EC-Earth. Reductions in aerosol
concentrations increase downward surface solar radiation and surface temperature
concomitantly in various parts of the world. The increase in surface temperature is dominated
by the reduced cooling effect of sulphate which in some areas is partially compensated by the
decreased warming effect of black carbon. Also, we find that aerosol reductions can
significantly affect climate at high latitudes especially in the winter, mostly as a result of
teleconnections between the low and high latitudes.
Due to the inhomogeneous spatial distributions of air pollutants, changes in their emissions
can have strong regional climate impacts. Using EC-Earth, we assess in Chapter 4 the
effectiveness of different aerosol forcing agents in causing climate change in 2050. Our
results show that different anthropogenic aerosol components may have a broad range of
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efficacies. The results also reveal that there are large interhemispheric differences in aerosol
forcings, which result in changes in circulation patterns.
By using surface ozone concentrations simulated by TM5 as input to IMAGE, we estimate
ozone impacts on crop production, and subsequent impacts on land use and carbon fluxes in
2005 and 2050. In the absence of new climate and air pollution policies, higher ozone
concentrations could lead to an increase in crop damage in 2050 compared to present day.
This may lead to a global increase in crop area notably in Asia. Implementation of air
pollution policies and climate policies (co-benefits of reducing ozone precursor emissions)
could limit future crop yield losses due to ozone in the most affected regions. At the local
scale, the changes can be substantial.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 General Introduction
The emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and air pollutants of anthropogenic origin have
increased substantially since the industrial revolution. CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning
and cement manufacturing form the main category, contributing to around 375 GtC in the
atmosphere, or 68% of the total anthropogenic CO2 emissions over the last 150 years (IPCC,
2013). 180 GtC of CO2 has been released to the atmosphere through deforestation and other
land use changes. In general, the atmospheric concentrations of CO2 in 2011 was about 390
ppm which is 40% higher than in 1750 (Hartmann et al., 2013). Also, the emissions and
concentrations of other important GHGs like methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and some
manufactured halogenated gases (CFCs) have increased over the last 150 years due to human
activity. For instance, the concentrations of N2O in 2011 (324.2 ppb) was 20% higher than
1750 and that of methane (1803.2 ppb) 150% greater than before 1750 (Hartmann et al.,
2013).
The increases in the atmospheric concentrations of GHGs have contributed to human induced
climate change (IPCC, 2013). Generally, GHGs absorb thermal radiation from the Earth’s
surface and re-emit radiation back toward the surface and lower atmosphere. This results in a
reduction in outgoing thermal radiation and forces an imbalance at the top of the atmosphere
(TOA) radiation budget. The forcing imbalance at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) induced
by changes in GHGs lead to systematic change in the climate system, since the energy
balance at the TOA will lead to changes in temperature in the lower atmosphere, on land, and
in the oceans. Changes in land surface temperature are evident in observations (Hansen et al.,
2010; Jones et al., 2012; Rohde et al., 2013). These changes in the climate system in
response to the forcing can also be computed with a fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-landsea ice model which allow all feedbacks to operate and temperature at the surface, in the
ocean and the atmosphere to adjust to the forcing perturbation. The increase in GHG
concentrations have led to an increase in global mean surface temperature between 0.5°C to
1.3°C between 1951 to 2010 (IPCC, 2013).
The most common approach to estimate this radiative forcing perturbation due to a given
forcing agent, is to estimate the net flux change at the tropopause after allowing the
stratospheric temperatures to adjust to a new radiative equilibrium (Ramaswamy et al., 2001).
The resulting net flux change is called the adjusted radiative forcing (Fa). This radiative
forcing concept has been used in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
assessments to represent an externally imposed perturbation in the energy budget of the
Earth’s climate system and the concomitant climate responses (e.g. Ramaswamy et al., 2001;
Forster et al., 2007; Myhre et al., 2013). Fig 1.1 shows the estimated global mean adjusted
radiative forcing of different atmospheric constituents.
1

Fig. 1.1. Global mean radiative forcings (W/m2) of various atmospheric constituents between the start of the
industrial era (1750) and 2011 (IPCC, 2013).

Among the GHGs, the increases in the atmospheric concentrations of CO2 contribute most to
the total radiative forcing, compared to CH4, N2O and halogenated gases. The stratospheric
radiative adjustments operate on fast atmospheric timescales while the adjustment in the
troposphere might take up to a decade as a result of the interaction with the ocean, which has
a large heat capacity (Boucher et al., 2013). The equilibrium climate sensitivity parameter (λ)
is defined as:



Ts
,
Fa

(1.1)

where ΔTs is the long-term global mean change in surface air temperature (usually taken at 2
m) in response to the radiative forcing Fa. In the standard definition, the climate sensitivity is
defined with respect to a doubling of the CO2 concentration. This can be generalized to
include all forcings (not only CO2). However, when calculated using the above definition in
terms of the adjusted forcing Fa, the resulting value for the climate sensitivity would differ
considerably across different forcing agents (Forster et al., 2007). The temperature response
to forcing from a given agent compared to the response to forcing from CO2 has been defined
as efficacy (Hansen et al., 2005). To better estimate the long-term climate response to a given
forcing agent, Hansen et al. (2005) introduced an alternative measure of climate forcing
known as the fixed SST forcing (Fs), termed effective radiative forcing (ERF) in the IPCC
fifth assessment report (e.g. see Boucher et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013). Fs is defined as the
net flux change at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) after the forcing agent is added to the
atmosphere with sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice (SI) fixed. It is given by:
(1.2)
Fs  F0  T0 /  ,
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where Fo and δTo are the global mean radiative flux change at the TOA and the global mean
change in surface air temperature, in response to the forcing perturbation with SST and SI
held constant, and λ the model equilibrium climate sensitivity to CO2. As part of this
warming is caused by feedbacks in the climate system, by including many of the rapid
adjustments that differ across forcing agents, the ERF concept includes much of their relative
efficacy. This therefore leads to a more uniform climate sensitivity across agents (IPCC,
2013).
The strongest radiative feedback is associated with the Planck response to the warming. This
is a negative feedback, since the increase in surface temperature implies larger amounts of
outgoing longwave radiation (see e.g. Lacagnina et al., 2014 and references therein). The
albedo, cloud, water vapour/lapse rate feedbacks (involved in moist atmospheric processes
associated with clouds) are also important determinants of equilibrium climate sensitivity.
For example, since the saturation vapour pressure of air increases in conjunction with
temperature, the amount of water vapour in the air has increased in response to the warming,
further enhancing the greenhouse effect. These changes have wider implications for the
climate system. For instance, there has been significant human influence on large-scale
circulation and precipitation patterns (IPCC, 2013).
1.2 Short-lived climate pollutants
Air pollutants, like sulphur dioxide (SO2), aerosols, carbon monoxide (CO), non-methane
volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs), methane and nitrogen oxides (NOX), are emitted
naturally into the atmosphere (e.g. by wildfires, vegetation, and volcanic eruptions).
Anthropogenic activities like fossil fuels combustion and land use change have significantly
increased the emissions of air pollutants over the last 150 years (see Fig. 1.2).

Fig. 1.2. The evolution of global total air pollutant from the beginning of the industrial era to present day (taken
from Lamarque et al., 2010). The data are based on EDGAR (green line), RETRO (red line) emissions
inventories and Lamarque et al. (2010) as indicated by the black line.
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This has led to a significant increase of air pollution levels. The time evolution of air
pollutants varies greatly across different region. For example, there has been a threefold
increase in the concentrations of tropospheric ozone in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) over
the last 100 years, which has made it the third most important anthropogenic GHG after
carbon dioxide and methane (Royal Society, 2008, Myhre et al., 2013). Based on satellite
and surface based remote sensing, it is very likely that the aerosol optical depth (AOD) has
decreased over Europe and the eastern USA since the mid1990s and increased over eastern
and southern Asia since 2000 (Hartmann et al., 2013 and references therein)
The anthropogenically driven changes in aerosols have led to a perturbation of the radiation
balance of the Earth through scattering and absorption of solar radiation, and also in a number
of non-linear ways through their interactions with clouds. For instance, sulphate (SO4),
nitrate, and some forms of organic aerosols reflect solar radiation and therefore cool the
climate system (Hansen et al., 1981; Charlson et al., 1990; 1991; Kiehl and Briegleb, 1993;
Mitchell et al., 1995). On the contrary, black carbon (BC) particles in the atmosphere absorb
solar radiation, radiate energy and therefore warm the atmosphere. Observations and
modelling studies have shown that anthropogenic aerosols have exerted a net cooling effect
on the climate which has offset some of the warming from GHGs that would have occurred in
their absence (Boucher et al., 2013; Stevens, 2015).
As a result of their very short atmospheric residence time varying from a few days to weeks
(Hartmann et al., 2013 and references therein), the spatial distributions of aerosols, unlike
well-mixed GHGs, are inhomogeneous with higher concentrations typically situated near
emission sources. This entails that changes in emissions of aerosols and aerosols precursors
can have significant regional climate impacts (e.g. Hansen et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2007;
Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009; Shindell et al., 2012). For example, because most changes in
anthropogenic aerosol and precursor emissions over the last 150 years occurred in the NH,
this has given rise to strong interhemispheric differences in aerosol forcings. A number of
modelling studies (e.g. Yoshimori and Broccoli, 2008; Ming and Ramaswamy, 2009; Ocko et
al., 2014) have shown that the associated stronger surface cooling in the NH compared to the
Southern Hemisphere (SH) can lead to a disruption of circulation patterns and changes in
precipitation in the tropics.
Apart from their impacts on climate, air pollutants have significantly impacts on health,
ecosystem and crop yields globally (UNEP 2011). Field experiments (e.g., Heck et al., 1983;
Fuhrer et al., 1997; Pleijel et al., 2002; Karlsson et al., 2007; González-Fernández et al.,
2008; De Bock et al., 2011) have demonstrated that elevated levels of tropospheric ozone can
have detrimental impacts on crops, resulting in yield reduction and deterioration of crop
quality. The ozone induced decrease in crop yield might result in agricultural intensification
on land currently in use or the need for more arable land to meet food demand, therefore
resulting in land use changes and other associated environmental problems.
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1.3 Modelling and integration
Earth System Models (ESMs) are used to investigate the impact of historical changes or
future scenarios of anthropogenic emissions in the climate system by using prescribed time
series of emissions or concentrations. Such scenarios are produced by Integrated Assessment
Models (IAMs) and usually include detailed representations of anthropogenic activities
related to population growth, energy demand and land use. In addition, IAMs have been used
to calculate the environmental impacts of different emission scenarios by using output of
climate models. In the past, most of the IAMs and ESMs research has been done relatively
independently. To get a better overview of ESMs and IAMs models, we give a brief
description below.
1.3.1 Integrated Assessment models (IAMs)
IAMs combine knowledge from different disciplines within a single framework to provide
more insights on societal problems. They have been developed with the primary aim of
tackling societal problems that cut across different traditional disciplines (Schneider, 1997).
This means that most IAMs today provide a modelling framework wherein socio-economic,
physical and biological factors are combined to make assessments of future changes of the
world economy, agriculture, land use, emissions, climate and ecological values. By
combining knowledge from different disciplines, IAMs provide a system-based approach in
support of decision making processes. They can be used to explore the impacts of current
trends, and to analyze the effectiveness of various policy scenarios.
Over the years, different IAMs have been developed for different purposes. The most simple
IAMs, mostly used for cost-benefit analysis like DICE (Nordhaus, 1993) and FUND (Tol,
1997), consist of a relatively compact set of equations, describing economic growth,
emissions associated with fossil fuel combustion, climate change and associated impacts.
Over time, a set of more comprehensive IAMs like IMAGE (Bouwman et al., 2006) has been
developed with much better description of future trajectories for emissions from different
energy sources and land use. However, the climate and atmospheric chemistry descriptions
remain very simplified.
1.3.2 Earth system models (ESMs)
The Earth’s climate system is complex and includes many factors that interact on different
spatial and temporal scales. In order to unravel these complexities and investigate past and
future climatic changes, scientists over the last decades have developed climate models.
Climate models can be classified into three main classes based on complexity. These classes
are: one-dimensional energy balance models, three-dimensional Earth system models of
intermediate complexity with simplified physics and dynamics, and three-dimensional
general circulation models (GCMs) with elaborate physics and dynamics. When including
(biogeo)chemistry the latter are often referred to as ESMs. Here, we focus on the GCM
approach as in this thesis we used a GCM to analyze the regionally differentiated response to
anthropogenic greenhouse gas, air pollutant and precursor emissions.
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GCMs are numerical models describing physical processes in the atmosphere, land,
cryosphere and land surface (IPCC definition). A GCM is made up of both atmospheric
GCMs (AGCMs) and oceanic GCMs (OGCMs) which can be coupled together to form a
fully coupled general circulation model (AOGCM). In general, coupled GCMs consist of
component models of the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and land surface, which are
intricately linked through exchange of energy and momentum across the interfaces between
them. For instance, the ocean model is driven by the atmospheric fluxes of heat, momentum
and freshwater simulated by the atmospheric component. The heat and freshwater fluxes are
functions of the sea surface temperatures simulated by the ocean component. In addition, the
importance of the carbon cycle for the climate system has resulted in the development of
GCMs that include the carbon cycle (ESMs). Such ESMs typically include dynamic
vegetation and ocean biogeochemistry. The most advanced ESMs also have options to
interactively simulate atmospheric chemistry and aerosols.
GCMs describe the climate using a three-dimensional grid over the globe, normally with a
horizontal grid and vertical layers in the atmosphere and the oceans. In GCMs many physical
processes, such as those linked to radiation, turbulence, precipitation and clouds, occur at
smaller scales and cannot be appropriately simulated. Instead, these processes are described
using parameterizations (Randall et al., 2007). This is one source of error in GCMs, which
causes uncertainty in projections of future climate. These uncertainties may result in GCMs
giving different responses to the same forcing as a result of the way certain processes and
feedbacks are simulated.
Some GCMs include an atmospheric chemistry transport model (CTM) which is used to
quantify the concentrations and deposition fluxes of atmospheric reactive gases, including
GHGs like ozone and methane, and aerosols over space and time by modelling atmospheric
chemistry processes. CTMs can be used offline, driven by global meteorological data sets, or
online as a module inside GCMs. In the online configuration, radiative properties of shortlived greenhouse gases (ozone, methane) and aerosols for instance, can be ingested back into
the radiation module of GCMs to calculate the impact of air pollutants on climate. Aerosolcloud interactions associated with indirect radiative effects of aerosols can also be included.
In CTMs there is a trade-off between the number of tracers and chemical reactions simulated
on the one hand, and transport and mixing in the atmosphere on the other hand. For instance,
a column chemistry model which is a very simple tool for describing the chemical evolution
of species in the atmosphere, might include a lot of chemical reactions but, with a very
rudimentary representation of the mixing in the atmosphere. Conversely, a 3D CTM usually
includes more physical processes in the atmosphere but fewer chemical reactions and tracers
due to computational constraints.
1.3.3 Model integration
In recent years, there is increasing interest in coupling different disciplines involved in
climate research. Moss et al. (2010), for instance, explicitly mention the need for a stronger
collaboration between the research fields to better account for possible feedbacks between
human systems and the earth system on the global scale. In van Vuuren et al. (2012), we
5

outlined why integration can be important. For instance, research have shown how climate
impacts may influence macro-economic development (Tol, 2002; Frankhauser and Tol,
2005), or how (anthropogenic) land use and land cover change can interact with the climate
(Voldoire et al., 2007; Bondeau et., 2007; Pitman et al., 2009; Sitch et al., 2005; Schaeffer et
al., 2006) and air pollution (Ganzeveld et al., 2010). Also from a policy-making perspective,
integration of knowledge is required. The focus towards more integration can also be seen in
current research trends. The ESM community, for example, has extended its focus from a
primary interest in the climate system itself to related topics such as the carbon cycle, land
use, hydrology and even urban systems. At the same time, the IAM communities are also
looking into these same topics, partly as part of joint scenario development (Kriegler et al.,
2011; van Vuuren et al., 2011). As a result, the research agendas of these communities are
starting to overlap and closer collaboration becomes increasingly useful.
Examples of cooperation can already be found. The Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCPs) scenarios, which form the basis of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5,
Taylor et al., 2012) experiments used in the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the IPCC,
were constructed in a collaboration process aim at strengthening the cooperation between the
ESM and IAM communities. Still, the information flow in the RCP process was limited to a
single hand-off of scenario information of IAM modelers to the ESM community.
There is increasing need for integrating IAM and ESM modelling activities in order to
improve the understanding of important linkages between human development and
environmental change. We discuss the different forms of linkages between IAM and ESM
models, which each have strengths and weaknesses (see Table 1.1).
Collaboration between the IAM and ESM model groups can take many forms ranging from
activities that stimulate information exchange, dedicated joint research programs, data
collection or even shared model components. Van Vuuren et al. (2012) recognises four
possible forms of integration that may help to improve the understanding of the different
feedbacks and linkages between human activities and the earth system. These four forms are:
(A) Information can be exchanged in one direction from ESM to IAM models and/or vice
versa (as is currently mostly done). Such interaction can be further refined in the spatial,
temporal or variable dimension (to take account of more detailed information available
within each community).
(B) The representation of the Earth system within IAM models can be further improved by
advancing the climate, vegetation, carbon cycle and atmospheric chemistry representation
within the IAM models.
(C) The representation of societal elements within ESM models can be further improved by
advancing, for instance, the modelling of agricultural and water management options
within the ESM models.
(D) IAM and ESM models can be fully coupled online, allowing for more or less
instantaneous two-way interactions.
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Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

A (Off-line
information
exchange, oneway)









B (Improved
IAMs)






C (Improved
ESMs)



work with existing
terminology and tools
transparent information
exchange
flexibility
separate research
strategies
allows for good
representation of
uncertainty
model complexity
tailored to question
detail in treatment of
socio-economic
processes
higher resolution
analyses than in IAMs
detail in treatment of
biophysical processes





Feedbacks are only captured
via single of multiple
iterations.
potential inconsistencies

lack of detail in treatment of
biophysical processes (often
meta modeling)



lack of detail in treatment of
socio-economic processes

 limitation of model runs
limits representation of
uncertainty
D (Full coupling)
 assessment of feedbacks  technical difficulties
 highest degree of
 lack of representation of
consistency
uncertainty
 inflexibility
 complexity/intransparency
 limitations in knowledge may
hamper progress
Table 1.1. Advantages and disadvantages of the different types of IAM-ESM collaboration (van Vuuren et al.,
2012).

These four different forms of integration also correspond to increasing levels of complexity
(from A to D). A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of each form of integration is
shown in Table 1.1 (see van Vuuren et al., 2012 for more details).
1.3.4 The Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)
The Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) are four alternative pathways of future
greenhouse gas and air pollutant emissions and land-use change based on existing scenarios
published in the literature. The four RCPs represent the range of scenarios in the literature,
i.e. RCP2.6 is representative of a stringent climate policy scenario, RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 form
2 intermediate stabilisation scenarios and RCP8.5 is representative of the highest forcing
scenarios in the literature. The RCPs were developed using 4 different Integrated Assessment
Models and form the basis of research for Earth System Models, General Circulation Models
and other climate models. The RCPs form an important input in the report of Working Group
1 for the fifth Assessment Report. They have also been used by other research communities
such as for air pollution research.
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Interestingly, all RCPs assume that worldwide ambitious air pollution control policies will be
implemented. For this reason, the RCPs have been criticised by the atmospheric modelling
community for being too optimistic on air pollution. While the RCPs as a set compare
relatively well with other emission inventories for the present day (Granier et al., 20011;
Lamarque et al., 2011), Van Vuuren et al. (2011) conclude that it shows a smaller range of
possible outcomes for the future with regard to air pollutant emissions than other scenario
sets, such as the IPCC SRES scenarios (see fig. 1.3). While this narrow range may well
represent the most likely trajectory of future air pollutant emissions, it does not cover
counterfactual scenarios in which no new air pollution policies are introduced. This limits the
use of the RCPs for projecting future changes in air quality and climate forcing from shortlived air pollutants. There is a possibility that higher air pollutant scenarios may represent
situations in which important feedbacks and linkages exist between human systems and the
Earth system that are not adequately represented by low air pollutant scenarios.
RCP6
RCP8.5
RCP3PD
RCP4.5

240
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30
0
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240
210
NOx emissions (Mt NO2)

SO2 emissions (Mt SO2)
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0
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2040

2060

2080
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Fig. 1.3. Emissions of SO2 and NOx across the RCPs. Grey area indicates the 90th percentile of the range of
estimates found in the literature. Dotted lines indicate the SRES scenarios used in the third and fourth
assessment reports of the IPCC (Van Vuuren et al., 2011).

1.3.5 Potential human dimension–physical system interactions
Here, we introduce and discuss some IAM–ESM interactions that we explore in this thesis.
Firstly, the interaction between climate policy and air pollution control has received
increasing attention. In many cases, the impacts of air pollution control on climate are highly
non-linear and require further improvement in terms of the representation of spatial and
temporal variability in emissions, dispersion, and deposition of pollutants. For instance, while
climate change mostly focuses on long-lived GHGs, for air quality issues fine geographic
scales and short time scales are relevant. It therefore seems logical to further pursue
assessments to the first-order interactions between these two global issues by using type A
form of cooperation.
Often scenarios are designed by selecting a long-term climate target. In reality, however, it is
much more likely that policy decisions are based on short-term trends and observations. In
IAM research, it has been investigated how observations may reduce uncertainty after some
time, influencing the optimal decisions on climate policy (Yohe, 2004). Using more complex
climate models adds the opportunity to focus on more intricate linkages and feedbacks which
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are often represented in a simple way in IAMs. This can be achieved by using a type A/C
form of cooperation.
Another class of interactions is formed by those between emission of air pollutants,
deposition, concentration levels and vegetation processes. For instance, ozone concentrations
can have a considerable impact on the crops yield. This, in turn, could lead to different trends
in the agricultural production and subsequently, land use changes. However, hardly any
attention has been given to the link between surface ozone concentrations, crop production
and land use. Therefore, a type A/B form of cooperation would be most useful to explore the
strength of these different impacts.
To explore these possible interactions and linkages, we used a consistent modelling chain
from the IAM (IMAGE, Bouwman et al., 2006) to the CTM (TM5, Huijnen et al., 2010;
Noije et al., 2014) to the ESM (EC-Earth, Hazeleger et al., 2012) to create new scenarios
(with different policy assumptions) and calculate the consequences for air quality and
climate. Subsequently, we also calculated the ozone impact on crop using a closed loop from
IMAGE to TM5 and again to IMAGE (see fig. 1.4).
1.4 Research questions and outline
Our main objective is to explore important linkages between anthropogenic emissions and
the atmospheric composition and climate system that are not adequately represented by the
approach used in the development of the RCPs. We attempt to bridge the gap between ESM
and IAM model components by exploring the consequences of detailed emission scenarios
for air quality, atmospheric composition and climate in the 21st century. We conclude this
chapter by introducing the key research questions and an overview of human dimensionphysical system interactions that have been investigated in this study.
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Fig. 1.4. Modelling framework used in this thesis showing the major components of IMAGE, TM5 and ECEarth. The green arrows indicate the variables output from one model that is (are) used in the other.

Implications of alternative assumptions regarding future air pollution control in
scenarios similar to the Representative Concentration Pathways
In Chapter 2, we explore how different assumptions on future air pollution policy and climate
policy lead to different concentrations of air pollutants for a set of RCP-like scenarios
developed using the IMAGE IAM. Here, we use a systematic framework of air pollution and
climate policy, wherein emissions data from IMAGE is used as input to the CTM TM5. The
main question we seek to address in this chapter is:
Q1

What would be the possible ranges of future air pollutants concentrations and climate
forcings under a wider range of assumptions regarding air pollution emissions
compared to the RCP scenarios?

Global and regional climate impacts of future aerosol mitigation in an RCP6.0-like
scenario in EC-Earth
In Chapter 3, we evaluate the equilibrium climate response to possible future aerosol
reductions in different parts of the world, using the GCM EC-Earth and emission data from
IMAGE for an RCP-like scenario with modest climate policy. In this chapter the following
research question is addressed:
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Q2

What could be the climate impacts of future changes in emissions of aerosols and
aerosol precursors for different air pollution and climate policy assumptions in an
RCP-like scenario?

Efficacy of aerosol forcings in an RCP6.0-like scenario
Chapter 4 investigates the climate efficacy of different aerosol components using EC-Earth
and RCP-like scenarios with modest climate policy from IMAGE. In this chapter the
following research question is answered:
Q3

How effective are different aerosol components in causing climate change relative to
carbon dioxide?

Global impacts of surface ozone changes on crop yields and land use
Chapter 5 explores the ozone impacts on crop production and subsequent impacts on land use
and carbon fluxes, between present day and the future, using surface ozone fields from TM5
in IMAGE. In this chapter the following research question is answered:
Q4

What are the impacts of future changes in surface ozone on agricultural yields and
land use under different assumptions for future air pollution and climate policies?

Lastly, a synthesis of the thesis is presented in Chapter 6. A discussion of the main
conclusion from the other chapters is provided with focus on the research questions listed
above as well as an outlook for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
Implications of alternative assumptions regarding future air pollution
control in scenarios similar to the Representative Concentration Pathways
Abstract
The uncertain, future development of emissions of short-lived trace gases and aerosols forms
a key factor for future air quality and climate forcing. The Representative Concentration
Pathways (RCPs) only explore part of this range as they all assume that worldwide ambitious
air pollution control policies will be implemented. In this study, we explore how different
assumptions on future air pollution policy and climate policy lead to different concentrations
of air pollutants for a set of RCP-like scenarios developed using the IMAGE model. These
scenarios combine low and high air pollution variants of the scenarios with radiative forcing
targets in 2100 of 2.6 W/m2 and 6.0 W/m2. Simulations using the global atmospheric
chemistry and transport model TM5 for the present-day climate show that both climate
mitigation and air pollution control policies have large-scale effects on pollutant
concentrations, often of similar magnitude. If no further air pollution policies would be
implemented, pollution levels could be considerably higher than in the RCPs, especially in
Asia. Air pollution control measures could significantly reduce the warming by tropospheric
ozone and black carbon and the cooling by sulphate by 2020, and in the longer term
contribute to enhanced warming by methane. These effects tend to cancel each other on a
global scale. According to our estimates the effect of the worldwide implementation of air
pollution control measures on the total global mean direct radiative forcing in 2050 is +0.09
W/m2 in the 6.0 W/m2 scenario and -0.16 W/m2 in the 2.6 W/m2 scenario.

This chapter has been published as: Chuwah, C.D., van Noije, T., van Vuuren, D.P., Hazeleger, W., Strunk, A.,
Deetman, S., Mendoza Beltran, A., van Vliet, J., 2013. Implications of alternative assumptions regarding future
air pollution control in scenarios similar to the Representative Concentration Pathways. Atmospheric
Environment 79, 787–801.
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2.1 Introduction
Recently, the research community has developed a set of scenarios (Representative
Concentration Pathways, RCPs) to improve understanding of the complex linkages between
human activities and the climate system (Moss et al., 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2011a). These
scenarios form the basis of the current generation of climate model runs as part of the
Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP, Lamarque
et al., 2013) and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012), which
will be used in the fifth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). The RCP set consists of four scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5) each
of which describes a different trajectory for emissions of long-lived greenhouse gases
(LLGHGs) and short-lived air pollutants, the corresponding concentration levels, land use
and radiative forcing. Together the four RCPs span a range of possible climate forcings
varying from 2.6 W/m2 to 8.5 W/m2 in 2100 (van Vuuren et al., 2011a). It should be noted
that the four RCPs have been produced by four different integrated assessment models
(IAMs) (see Masui et al., 2011; Riahi et al., 2011; Thomson et al., 2011; and van Vuuren et
al., 2011b).
The emissions trajectories of air pollutants are determined by three important factors: the
level of economic activities, the assumed degree of air pollution control and the assumed
level of climate policy (van Vuuren et al., 2011a). The relationship with climate policy
originates from the fact that LLGHGs and air pollutants have a number of common sources.
As such, policies aimed at curbing LLGHGs often lead to reduction in air pollutants (e.g. van
Vuuren et al., 2008; Koornneef et al., 2010). In the RCPs, all modeling teams assumed that
higher income levels lead to the implementation of more stringent air pollution control
measures. Overall, this implies that in each RCP air pollutant emission factors gradually
decline during the course of the century. Van Vuuren et al. (2011c) conclude that the RCP set
shows a smaller range of possible outcomes with respect to air pollutant emissions than other
scenario sets, such as the IPCC SRES scenarios (Nakićenović et al., 2000), used in Prather et
al. (2003), and scenarios from the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA), utilized by Dentener et al. (2006b) and Kloster et al. (2008). This narrow range may
limit the use of the RCPs for projecting future changes in air quality and climate forcing from
short-lived components.
Given the importance of the RCPs, the key research question that is addressed in this study is:
what would be the possible ranges of future air pollutant emissions, associated concentrations
and climate forcings if a wider range of air pollution assumptions is included. In order to
systematically distinguish the impacts of climate policy (different LLGHG emission profiles
corresponding to RCP forcing levels) and air pollution control, it is most interesting to
investigate this within a single model framework. Therefore, we explore the impact of
alternative assumptions regarding air pollutant emissions using a set of RCP-like scenarios
developed using the IMAGE integrated assessment model. While these are RCP replications
(designed in a different model framework), the exact reproduction is not important for
answering the research questions listed above.
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In the past, several studies have already analyzed the implications of climate and air pollution
policies on air pollutants (e.g. Kloster et al., 2008; van Aardenne et al., 2010; Shindell et al.,
2012; Bond et al., 2013). In general, these studies show that climate and air pollution policies
implementation have co-benefits on air pollutant concentrations and climate forcing from
short-lived components. We do add to this literature by the direct relation with the RCPs and
the systematic framework of air pollution and climate policy scenarios described in the next
section.
The paper is structured as follows: Sect.2.2 describes the modeling system and the methods
used to develop the new scenarios. In Sect. 2.3, we compare the evolution of the emissions
and methane concentrations in our scenarios and the RCPs, and we present results for surface
concentrations and radiative forcing. A discussion and conclusions of our results are given in
Sect. 2.4.
2.2 Models and methods
The modeling framework used in this study is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.1b and
consists of the Integrated Model to Assess the Global Environment (IMAGE, Bouwman et al.,
2006) and the atmospheric chemistry and transport model TM5 (Huijnen et al., 2010).
The IMAGE model is used to develop a set of consistent scenarios (IM2.6-low, IM2.6-high,
IM6.0-low and IM6.0-high). These scenarios explore the impact of very different
assumptions in terms of both climate policy (IM2.6 versus IM6.0) and air pollution control
(high and low variants, see Fig. 2.1a). The IM6.0-low scenario is an IMAGE variant of the
RCP6.0 produced by the Asian-Pacific Integrated Model (AIM) leading to a 2100 forcing
level of 6.0 W/m2. For both climate scenarios, variants were made assuming air pollution
control policies following similar assumptions as the RCPs (low) and an alternative scenario
assuming no improvement in the implementation of air pollution control measures
whatsoever (high). This hypothetical assumption forms an upper bound on possible emission
trajectories, providing a natural reference level for the impact of air pollution policy. In
reality, very high air pollution levels are likely to evoke a policy response, but the main
purpose here is to provide an indication of the range of possible air pollution levels under
different assumptions in the integrated assessment model IMAGE.
The TM5 model is used for a detailed grid-level representation of the atmospheric chemistry
and to estimate the effect of future emission changes on the concentrations of air pollutants
and aerosol optical depth, based on the present-day climate. Emission changes are the most
important driver of changes in tropospheric ozone and aerosols in the coming decades. The
effects of climate change are still very uncertain and model dependent, but are expected to be
generally smaller (Stevenson et al., 2006; Lamarque et al., 2011; Fiore et al., 2012; Young et
al., 2013). The model was driven by meteorological data from the ERA-Interim reanalysis
(Dee et al., 2011) of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
Simulations were carried out for the years 2005, 2020 and 2050, using meteorological fields
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for 2005. Based on the TM5 simulations, we recalculate the radiative forcing of aerosols and
tropospheric ozone (see Sect. 2.2.4).

Fig. 2.1. (a) A matrix of the four IMAGE scenarios analyzed in this study illustrating the different degrees of
climate and air pollution policies. (b) The major components of the IMAGE and TM5 models and the IMAGE
output variables used in TM5.

2.2.1 IMAGE
The IMAGE model contains a description of the world energy system, land-use and landcover change, the carbon cycle and the climate system (Bouwman et al., 2006). Human
activities and climate policy are represented in 26 world regions while the climate, land-cover
and land-use change related processes are represented on a 0.5 x 0.5 degree grid. The model
can be used to describe the baseline scenario (i.e. in the absence of climate policy) as well as
alternative mitigation scenarios and associated costs, based on reduction measures in the
energy and land use systems. Here, two scenarios are designed leading to two cost-optimal
paths to radiative forcing targets at 2.6 and 6.0 W/m2 (for a description of the approach, see
van Vuuren et al., 2011b and the references therein).
In IMAGE, the climate system is represented using the MAGICC6 model (Meinshausen et
al., 2011a). The concentration and forcing of most agents are calculated using the
parameterizations included in MAGICC6 – with the exception of the carbon cycle for which
IMAGE includes a detailed, grid-level description. The regional emission trajectories are
downscaled to national and grid levels by using different algorithms described in detail in van
Vuuren et al. (2007). The different emission scenarios are harmonized to historic 2000 values
(Granier et al., 2011) at the species and sector level, by applying a scaling factor that changes
linearly to one between 2000 and 2100. The IMAGE output consists of 2-D annual total
emission fields for the different sectors used in the RCPs (see van Vuuren et al., 2011a) as
well as global mean methane concentrations. The methane concentrations are estimated
following the MAGICC6 parameterization, in which the chemical lifetime of methane in the
troposphere changes from year to year due to changes in the methane concentration itself, the
total annual emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) and non-methane
volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs), and the global mean surface temperature (see
Appendix A in Meinshausen et al., 2011a).
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2.2.2 TM5
The version of TM5 used in this study simulates tropospheric photo-chemistry and aerosol
microphysics and optical properties. The gas-phase chemistry scheme is based on a modified
and updated version of the carbon bond mechanism 4 (Gery et al., 1989). The simulated
aerosol types include sulphate (SO4), black carbon (BC) and organic carbon (OC), sea salt
and mineral dust. These are represented by a modal aerosol microphysics scheme (M7;
Vignati et al., 2004). Gas-aerosol partitioning of ammonium and nitrate is described by a
thermodynamic equilibrium model.
Aerosol optical properties are calculated based on Mie theory. The refractive indices of
sulphate, black carbon and sea salt have been taken from OPAC (Hess et al., 1998) whereas
those of organic matter and mineral dust are based on the values used in ECHAM-HAM
(Kinne et al., 2003), and that of water on Segelstein (1981). In the optics module nitrate is
treated as sulphate in the soluble accumulation mode (Aan de Brugh et al., 2010). The optical
properties of internally mixed particles are calculated using effective medium theory as
described in Aan de Brugh et al. (2013).
Further details about the implementation of the aerosol modules are given by Aan de Brugh
et al. (2010). The chemistry and other general aspects of the model are documented in
Huijnen et al. (2010). In this study we applied a global resolution of 3 x 2 degrees (longitude
x latitude) and 34 vertical levels. For each scenario and time slice (2005, 2020, and 2050), we
conducted a one year spin-up simulation in order to derive the equilibrium conditions for our
one-year final simulations.
In the calculations, global methane concentrations were prescribed for 2005 using zonal mean
values based on observations. In the future simulations, the concentrations were scaled using
the ratio between the projected global mean methane concentration for 2020 and 2050,
respectively, and the 2005 value. Anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions of CO, NOx,
NMVOCs, sulphur dioxide (SO2), ammonia (NH3), black carbon (BC) and organic carbon
(OC) are based on the annual total emission estimates provided by IMAGE, which for
NMVOCs included only the total NMVOC amounts. For use in TM5, we applied the
seasonal cycles and VOC splits from the RCPs. In the case of aircraft emissions, we used
only the global annual total from IMAGE and used this to scale the monthly 3-D distribution
from the RCPs. Production of NOx by lightning and oceanic emissions of dimethyl sulfide
(DMS) and sea salt were calculated online (Huijnen et al. 2010; Vignati et al., 2010).
Emissions of desert dust were prescribed using a monthly dataset for the year 2000 (Dentener
et al., 2006a). Most other natural emissions were prescribed based on a monthly dataset for
the present day compiled by the Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate (MACC)
project, including NMVOC emissions from vegetation based on the MEGAN model
(Guenther et al., 2012). The emission heights of anthropogenic, biomass burning and natural
emissions have been revised compared to the description given in Huijnen et al. (2010).
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TM5 has been extensively evaluated against observations, for instance by Huijnen et al.
(2010) for tropospheric and surface ozone and by Aan de Brugh et al. (2010) for aerosol
concentrations and optical depths over Europe. The same model version with similar
emissions as applied in this study for present day participated in the ACCMIP (Stevenson et
al., 2013; Naik et al., 2013) and AeroCom projects (Myhre et al., 2013). The simulated
aerosol concentrations and optical depths from this model version have been evaluated in a
number of studies (e.g. Von Hardenberg et al., 2012). A comparison of surface ozone
concentrations from our 2005 simulation with in-situ observations at a number of
representative background stations is presented in Fig. S2.1.
2.2.3 Scenarios development process
The scenarios used in this study are derived from the baseline scenario developed for the
OECD Environmental Outlook (OECD, 2012). On the basis of the baseline, mitigation
scenarios were developed targeting a 2100 radiative forcing level of 2.6 and 6.0 W/m2 (Fig.
2.1a). In the scenarios with stringent air pollution control (IM2.6-low and IM6.0-low), it is
assumed that emission factors (emissions per unit activity per sector and fuel type) of air
pollutants decline up to 2030 assuming implementation of current and planned air quality
policies. After 2030, further abatement measures are implemented as a function of the
increasing income levels by applying gross domestic product (GDP) thresholds for medium
and advance levels of air quality control (Lucas et al., 2007; van Vuuren et al., 2007). In the
two high scenarios labeled IM2.6-high and IM6.0-high, the implementation of current and
planned air quality legislations is presumed till 2010 after which we assume constant
emission factors onwards. In summary, the two climate policy variants (IM2.6 and IM6.0)
differ with respect to energy use and land use, while the air pollution variants (high and low)
refer to different emission factors.
2.2.4 Radiative forcing
In the design of the four scenarios, the radiative forcing (RF) levels are calculated in IMAGE.
We also include a post-calculation of the aerosol and tropospheric ozone forcing using the
TM5 output. In both cases, the calculations are based on the MAGICC6 approach (Appendix
A; Meinshausen et al., 2011a). In the case of ozone (O3), a mean forcing efficiency of 0.042
Wm-2 DU-1 is used to convert the simulated tropospheric burden changes to RFs, in
agreement with the recent estimate by Stevenson et al. (2013). Monthly mean tropospheric O3
columns are determined using the 150-ppb O3 level to define the tropopause height. This is
done using the fixed 2005 monthly mean O3 mixing ratio fields in the demarcation of the
tropopause for all scenarios. With respect to methane, we calculate the RF from the
concentration using the simplified expression applied in MAGICC (see e.g. Meinshausen et
al., 2011a).
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Fig. 2.2. Annual total anthropogenic emissions of CH4, CO, NOx, NMVOC, SO2, and BC in the new IMAGE
scenarios and the corresponding RCPs. Emissions from biomass burning are included in the totals.

Our projections of changes in the RF by aerosols include only contributions from direct
radiative effects. The chemical composition and consequently the optical properties of the
different aerosol types might change as a result of climate change, but such climate-driven
changes are not considered in this study. It is therefore justified to assume a linear
relationship between the direct radiative effect of an individual aerosol component and its
optical depth. Thus, to estimate the future RFs of the various aerosol components we make
use of the present-day RF calculations from the GISS model E simulations by Hansen et al.
(2005) and apply a simple linear scaling based on the anthropogenic contributions to the
aerosol optical depths (AODs) of the various components simulated in TM5. This procedure
is similar to the method applied in MAGICC6, but we use scaling ratios defined in terms of
optical depths at 550 nm instead of emissions of aerosols or aerosol precursor gases.
As in MAGICC6, we apply a hemispheric approach wherein we apply separate scaling
factors over the land and ocean areas in both hemispheres. At this aggregated level, potential
mismatches related to different spatial distributions of the AODs in TM5 and GISS (e.g. due
to different emission distributions) will largely average out. Thus, the global mean future
radiative forcing per aerosol component i is calculated as

RFi ( year)  RF

GISS
i,r



AOD ianthro
( year)
,r
AOD ianthro
(2005)
,r

.

(2.1)
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Here RFiGISS
is the present-day radiative forcing estimate for component i and region r from
,r
is the anthropogenic AOD of component i averaged over
Hansen et al. (2005), AOD iantrho
,r
region r, and the overbar represents the area weighted averaging over the four regions (land
and ocean in both hemispheres). It is important to note that the radiative forcing from
tropospheric ozone and aerosols varies regionally (e.g. Stevenson et al.; 2013; Myhre et al.,
2013). The aggregated approach described here does not give any information about the
magnitude of these regional variations.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Emission projections
Fig. 2.2 shows the pathways for the global total emissions of methane (CH4), carbon
monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), non-methane volatile organic compounds
(NMVOCs), sulphur dioxide (SO2), and black carbon (BC). Regional totals for four main
industrialized regions, viz. North America (NA), Europe (EU), East Asia (EA) and South
Asia (SA), are presented in the supplementary material (Figs. S2.2 and S2.3) The definition
of these regions follows the definition applied by the Task Force on Hemispheric Transport
of Air Pollution (HTAP; see Wild et al., 2012).

The emission pathways of individual components in the scenarios analyzed here are
somewhat different from the RCPs (Fig. 2.2). The differences between the RCP2.6 and
IM2.6-low scenarios are small and originate from the updated baseline and model version
(for instance, more rapid baseline growth in China has been assumed (OECD, 2012)). The
differences between the IM6.0-low and RCP6.0 scenarios are larger as they are produced by
two different IAMs (IMAGE and AIM). The AIM model produces lower methane emissions
in Asia than IMAGE (Figs. S2.4 and S2.5). This is caused by different assumptions on
activity levels for agriculture (livestock and rice) and energy production (coal mining). Both
scenarios are, however, bounded by the radiative forcing target which means that for the
combination of greenhouse gases a similar profile emerges.
In the IM2.6-high and IM6.0-high scenarios, the emissions of CO2, CH4, and other LLGHGs
are the same as in the corresponding low air pollution scenarios, but air pollutant emissions
are considerably higher due to the assumptions on emission factors. Clear differences can be
noted in SA and EA (see Figs. S2.4 and S2.5), where rapid growth in economic activities
leads to a corresponding increase in pollutant emissions, if air pollution policies are not
tightened. Nevertheless, even in the high emission scenarios emissions mostly decrease in the
second half of the century as a result of reduced direct use of fossil fuels (for instance, in
transport, the scenarios assume increased use of hydrogen power resulting in much lower
emissions than with oil-based fuels).
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2.3.2 Methane concentrations
Projections for methane concentrations are shown in Fig. 2.3. The concentrations in IM2.6low are slightly higher than in the RCP2.6 as

Figure 2.3. Global mean methane concentrations in the new IMAGE scenarios and the corresponding RCPs.

result of changes in the IMAGE model version and baseline assumptions (see Fig. 2.2). The
higher concentrations in IM6.0-low compared to RCP6.0 are also a result of higher methane
emissions (and reflect the differences in the AIM and IMAGE projections). Comparing the
high and low air pollution scenarios, we find lower concentrations in the high scenario
variants, especially in 2050. In other words, the effect of the higher NOx emissions dominates
over the opposing effects of the higher CO and NMVOC emissions. Higher NOx
concentrations in the high air pollution scenarios lead to enhanced recycling of the hydroxyl
radical (OH) and thus to higher abundances of OH in the troposphere. This tends to reduce
the methane lifetime compared to the low air pollution scenarios, which results in lower
methane concentrations despite the fact that the methane emissions are the same in both
scenario variants.
2.3.3 Future air quality
Annual mean surface concentrations of ozone, sulphate and black carbon simulated with
TM5 are presented for 2020 and 2050, and compared to the reference year 2005.
2.3.3.1 Surface ozone concentrations
The projected surface ozone concentrations vary over a very wide range as they are found to
be sensitive to the implementation of air quality and climate policies, even in the short term
(Figs. 2.4 and 2.5). In the IM6.0-high scenario, the annual mean ozone concentrations are
projected to increase over almost the entire globe. In 2050, increases as high as 30 ppbv are
observed near the Indian subcontinent. Some exceptions are noted where concentrations
decrease, most notably in the northeastern part of China. With low emission factors (IM6.0low) the situation changes: now ozone concentrations are projected to decrease in the eastern
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United States, parts of the Mediterranean, the Black Sea, Kazakhstan and surrounding
regions, and, in 2050, in regions of the Amazon and Central Africa where biomass burning
plays a dominant role (see Fig. 2.4). In the latter regions the differences between the high and
low scenario variants are mostly due to the influence from the surrounding regions, as the
emissions from biomass burning are the same in both variants.
Interestingly, in eastern China ozone concentrations are projected to decrease in both IM6.0
scenarios despite increases in NOx emissions. This indicates that this region is in a
hydrocarbon-limited regime wherein surface ozone production is limited by NMVOCs. Local
titration of ozone mainly during winter may also play a role in the observed decrease in
surface ozone over eastern China (see also Pozzer et al., 2012).
In the IM2.6-high scenario, the ozone concentrations will first increase in most parts of the
world, but by the middle of the century decreases are simulated in large parts of the
continents, including the United States, China, and South Africa. In the lowest emission
scenario (IM2.6-low), the ozone concentrations are still projected to increase in 2020 in most
of the Southern Hemisphere (SH) as well as in India and Southeast Asia. In contrast, the
IM2.6-low scenario leads to decreased concentrations in large parts of the Northern
Hemisphere (NH), as a result of reductions in ozone precursor emissions in the industrialized
regions. In the longer term (2050), the ozone concentrations in this mitigation scenario will
be reduced over almost the entire globe with the strongest reductions reaching 10 ppbv at
northern mid-latitudes. Regionally averaged annual mean concentration values for NA, EU,
EA and SA and the different scenarios are presented in Fig. 2.6. The corresponding global
mean values are given in the supplementary material (Table S2.1).
The differences in ozone concentrations as a result of the assumed differences in air pollution
control and those in climate policy are qualitatively similar (Fig. 2.5). The largest differences
are observed in the NH subtropics and mid-latitudes. As expected, air pollution control is
most effective in reducing the ozone concentrations when there is less climate policy in place.
Similarly, the co-benefits of climate policy for the ozone air quality are largest when air
pollution control is weak. However, the highest future reductions in ozone concentrations are
achieved under the IM2.6-low scenario, emphasizing the importance of the co-benefits of
climate policy for ozone concentrations.
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Fig. 2.4. Simulated annual mean surface ozone concentrations in 2005 and the changes in 2020 and 2050
relative to 2005 for the different scenarios.
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Fig. 2.5. Differences in the annual mean surface ozone concentration between the high and low air pollution
scenarios (top panels) and the weak and strong climate policy scenarios (bottom panels) for 2020 and 2050.
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2.3.3.2 Surface concentrations of sulphate
The results for surface concentration of sulphate (SO4) depend on the region, time period and
scenario. An increase is observed in the short term (2020) in all four scenarios in the Asian
regions, mainly as a result of increasing energy demand and reliance on coal. At the same
time, in all scenarios in 2020 a decrease is observed for North America, the North Atlantic,
western Europe, and Australia, mainly due to SO2 emission reductions achieved in the power
sector (Fig. 2.7).
In the highest emission scenario (IM6.0-high), the increase in concentration continues in the
period up to 2050 in many developing regions (Middle East, Asia, Africa, and South America,
and over the tropical and subtropical oceans) (see also Fig. 2.6 for the NA, EU, EA and SA
regions). The largest increases are projected in southern and eastern Asia, where annual mean
concentrations in some places increase by more than 25 μg/m3 in 2050. In contrast, under
IM6.0-low in 2050 the sulphate concentrations at northern mid- and high latitudes are
reduced, even in the northern parts of China. In IM2.6-high the concentrations in 2050 decline
in most parts of the world except in the north of India, parts of central Africa and the west
coast of Latin America. In IM2.6-low the increases in these regions are further reduced, while
the concentrations in eastern China are reduced by up to about 5 μg/m3.

Fig. 2.6. Simulated regional and annual mean surface ozone, sulphate and black carbon concentrations in 2005,
2020 and 2050 for North America (NA) (60°W-125°W × 15°N-55°N), Europe (EU) (10°W-50°E × 25°N65°N), East Asia (EA) (95°E-160°E × 15°N-50°N) and South Asia (SA) (50°E-95°E × 5°N-35°N).
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Fig. 2.7. Simulated annual mean surface SO4 concentrations in 2005 and the changes in 2020 and 2050 relative
to 2005 for the different scenarios.
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Fig. 2.8. Differences in the annual mean surface SO4 concentrations between the high and low air pollution
scenarios (top panels) and the weak and strong climate policy scenarios (bottom panels) for 2020 and 2050.
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Fig. 2.9. Simulated annual mean surface BC concentrations in 2005 and the changes in 2020 and 2050 relative
to 2005 for the different scenarios.
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Fig. 2.10. Differences in the annual mean surface BC concentrations (µg/m3) between the high and low air
pollution scenarios (top panels) and the weak and strong climate policy scenarios (bottom panels) for 2020 and
2050.
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Clearly, the impact of air pollution policy assumptions on sulphate concentrations is less in
the IM2.6 than in the IM6.0 scenario (Fig. 2.8). The reason is that a large part of the SO2
emissions are caused by coal fired power plants, which are progressively being phased out in
the 2.6 W/m2 scenario. The largest effects are observed in India and eastern China, where a
rapid increase in energy demand and a high dependence on coal lead, in the absence of
further control, to high SO2 emissions. Significant effects can also be observed in the Middle
East, parts of Eastern Europe, the Mediterranean region, the eastern US, Mexico, and parts of
Latin America and Africa.
It should be noted that the assumptions of the IM6.0-high scenario lead to extremely high
sulphate concentrations in Asia, as a result of increasing coal use in this region. This shows
that further tightening of air pollution standards in Asia is needed.
2.3.3.3 Surface concentrations of black carbon
In the highest emission scenario (IM6.0-high) the surface concentrations of black carbon (BC)
strongly increase in many world regions, including the Middle East, Eastern Europe, the
eastern US, and in parts of Latin America, Africa and especially eastern China and India (Fig.
2.9). In contrast, in the IM6.0-low and IM2.6-high scenarios BC concentrations are reduced in
North America and Europe, and by the middle of the century also in China. In the lowest
emission scenario (IM2.6-low), the BC concentrations are reduced in most parts of the world,
even in China in 2020. However, increased concentrations are still observed in 2050 in this
scenario in northern India and Pakistan and parts of Africa. Fig. 2.6 shows the regionally
averaged BC concentrations for NA, EU, EA and SA.
As for ozone, starting from the IM6.0-high scenario air pollution and climate policies have
quantitatively similar effects on the BC concentrations, both in 2020 and 2050 (Fig. 2.10).
Large reductions of up to about 5 μg/m3 can be achieved by both types of policies in the most
polluted parts of India and China. Indeed, the regional total BC emissions in SA and EA
follow similar pathways under the IM6.0-low and IM2.6-high scenarios (see Figs. S2.4 and
S2.5). The implementation of air pollution control is also effective in reducing the BC
concentrations in case of the stringent climate policy scenario (IM2.6-high scenario). We note
that in our modelling study the co-benefits of climate policy are relatively small if climate
mitigation measures are introduced in a situation of already existing stringent air pollution
policies, especially in Europe and the United States. However, the co-benefits are much more
important in achieving further improvement in air quality in India and China.
2.3.4 Future radiative forcings
The global mean radiative forcings are estimated from the IMAGE methane concentrations
and TM5 ozone concentrations and component-specific aerosol optical depths and include
only the direct radiative effects (Table 2.1).
For methane, we project a slight increase in the RF in 2020 in all scenarios. However, the
projected radiative forcing in the longer term clearly depends on whether stringent climate
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policies are introduced (increases in IM6.0 and a decrease in IM2.6). As observed in Sect.
2.3.2, the methane RFs are lower in the high than in the corresponding low air pollution
scenarios, especially in 2050.
The different scenarios for ozone lead to very different forcings. For the IM2.6-low scenario
we find a negligible change in 2020 and a reduction of 0.12 W/m2 in 2050 compared to
today. In all other scenarios, the global mean ozone RF is expected to increase. The strongest
increases are produced in the IM6.0 scenarios, especially in the high air pollution variant
where the ozone RF is increased by 0.34 W/m2 in 2050.

Tracers

IM2.6

IM2.6

IM6.0

IM6.0

IM2.6

IM2.6

IM6.0

IM6.0

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

2020

2020

2020

2050

2050

2050

2050

2020
CH4

0.034

0.026

0.045

0.034

-0.091

-0.12

0.14

0.066

O3

-0.001

0.040

0.066

0.15

-0.12

0.022

0.13

0.34

SO4

0.081

-0.045

-0.055

-0.22

0.31

0.19

-0.20

-0.84

OC

-0.003

-0.009

-0.013

-0.018

0.038

0.031

0.016

0.003

BC

-0.046

0.047

0.032

0.15

-0.22

-0.039

-0.037

0.39

CH4 + O3

0.033

0.065

0.11

0.18

-0.21

-0.098

0.27

0.41

Aerosol

0.032

-0.006

-0.036

-0.090

0.12

0.18

-0.22

-0.44

Total RF

0.066

0.059

0.076

0.090

-0.082

0.081

0.054

-0.033

Table 2.1. Estimated global mean direct radiative forcings (W/m2) of methane, tropospheric ozone and aerosols
in 2020 and 2050 relative to 2005

The direct RF contributions from individual aerosol components are projected to go in very
divergent directions as a function of the policy assumptions. In IM2.6-low, the sulphate
cooling effect on the climate is projected to decrease by 0.08 W/m2 in 2020 and by 0.31
W/m2 in 2050 (i.e. the negative forcing becomes smaller). Also if the stringent air pollution
policies are dropped, the cooling by sulphate is reduced by 0.19 W/m2 in 2050 (but there is a
small peak in 2020). Finally, in the IM6.0 scenarios the sulphate cooling is enhanced both in
2020 and 2050 (by maximally 0.84 W/m2 in IM6.0-high in 2050).
For black carbon (BC), both climate and air pollution policies are relevant in determining the
final change in forcing. In the IM2.6-low scenario the warming effect of BC is projected to
decrease by 0.05 W/m2 in 2020 and by 0.22 W/m2 in 2050. Conversely, in both the IM2.6high and IM6.0-low scenarios, the BC RF first peaks in 2020 and slightly declines in 2050.
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Finally, in the IM6.0-high scenario the warming by BC is projected to increase by 0.15 W/m2
in 2020 and by 0.39 W/m2 in 2050.
For organic carbon (OC), much smaller changes in the RF are projected than for sulphate and
BC (Table 2.1). The abundance of the semi-volatile ammonium-nitrate aerosol may change
regionally in response to local changes in ammonia (NH3) emissions and sulphate
concentrations. The effect on the global mean RF is uncertain, but for our scenarios we
estimate it to be smaller than for the other components. The total aerosol direct RF is
therefore determined by the changes in the contributions from sulphate and BC. Changes in
the cooling by sulphate are generally dominant, but are still partly compensated by the
changes in the warming by BC. Thus, the changes in the combined aerosol RF are much
smaller than in the separate contributions from sulphate and BC. As a result, the aerosol RF
remains close to present-day levels in 2020. For 2050 the aerosol RF is projected to increase
in the IM2.6 scenarios (by 0.12 W/m2 in IM2.6-low and by 0.18 W/m2 in IM2.6-high), and to
decrease in the IM6.0 scenarios (by 0.22 W/m2 in IM6.0-low and by 0.44 W/m2 in IM6.0high).
Interestingly, the impacts described above also lead to strong cancellation of the contributions
of methane, ozone and aerosols to the total global mean RF. The absolute change in the total
RF of these components is maximally 0.09 W/m2 (IM6.0-high in 2020).
Similarly, the global climate effect of worldwide implementation of air pollution control is
determined by the balance between the reduced warming by ozone and BC versus the
reduced cooling by sulphate and the enhanced warming by methane. In both climate
scenarios the net effect on the total global mean RF in 2020 is small. In the longer term, the
reduced cooling by sulphate dominates in the IM6.0 scenario, whereas the reduced warming
by ozone and BC dominates in the IM2.6 scenario. As a result, the global mean RF in 2050
changes by +0.09 W/m2 in IM6.0 and by -0.16 W/m2 in IM2.6 as a result of air pollution
control. It is important to emphasize that the cancellation of the contributions of the
individual components to the RF may not occur at regional and local scales.
2.4 Discussion and conclusions
This study has explored the impact of different assumptions regarding air pollution control in
RCP-like scenarios on both air quality and direct radiative forcing of climate in 2020 and
2050. In our scenarios, air pollution control and climate mitigation policies both have largescale effects on the concentrations of air pollutants, often of similar magnitude. The scenario
with both stringent climate policy and air pollution control policies, therefore, results in the
lowest concentrations. The results also show that in our modelling study the co-benefits of
climate policies for air quality become lower for higher levels of air pollution control.
Clearly, this study indicates that while climate mitigation policies do have important cobenefits for air quality, they alone are not enough to resolve air quality problems. The results
confirm that the range of air pollutant emissions and concentration levels associated with the
RCPs is indeed constrained by the assumed air pollution policies in these scenarios. If no
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further air pollution policies would be implemented, air pollutant concentration levels could
be considerably higher than in the RCPs, especially in Asia.
The co-benefits of worldwide implementations of air pollution control policies for mitigating
global warming was analyzed in terms of its effect on the direct radiative forcing of methane,
tropospheric ozone, and aerosols (sulphate, BC and OC). Air pollution control leads to
substantially reduced warming by ozone at regional to continental scales, which at the global
scale is partially compensated by increased warming by methane. Also, we project strong
reductions in the cooling by sulphate and in the warming by BC, and much smaller changes
in the RF by OC. The combined effect of air pollution policy on the global mean direct RF of
the aerosols together is a small positive forcing in both climate scenarios in 2020. In the
longer term (2050) it leads to a small negative RF by aerosols in the 2.6 W/m2 scenario due to
reductions in BC, and a substantial positive RF of 0.22 W/m2 by aerosols in the 6.0 W/m2
scenario, where air pollution control will significantly reduce sulphate emissions, especially
in Asia. The combined global mean RF from methane, ozone and aerosols together is hardly
affected by air pollution policies in the short term. By the middle of the century, air pollution
control is projected to change the total global mean RF by +0.09 W/m2 in the 6.0 W/m2
scenario, mostly due to reductions in the sulphate RF, and by -0.16 W/m2 in the 2.6 W/m2.
The projections presented in this study are based on a number of assumptions. First, the
methane concentrations pathways calculated in the IMAGE model are based on the
parameterization applied in MAGICC6, which is based on a chemistry transport model
intercomparison study performed for the IPCC Third Assessment Report (Ehhalt et al., 2001).
Recently, Prather et al. (2012) presented improved methane concentration projections and
associated uncertainties for the RCP emission pathways and compared their results with the
official RCP concentration projections based on MAGICC6 (Meinshausen et al., 2011b).
They found very good agreement for both RCP4.5 and RCP6.0, but concluded that
MAGICC6 based concentration projections for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 are at the high resp. the
low end of their range of uncertainty.
We also applied the same meteorological data based on the ERA-Interim reanalysis in our
TM5 simulations for the future and the present day. In reality, the future climate will change
depending on the scenario assumed for emissions and land use, and future changes in
meteorological parameters are expected to have an effect on the surface concentrations of air
pollutants. Also, natural emissions of ozone and aerosol precursors are likely to evolve
differently under future climatic conditions. However, the impacts of these anticipated future
changes are still highly uncertain.
Furthermore, our estimates of the future changes in the direct RFs of the various aerosol
components are based on the scaling approach described in Sect. 2.2.4, which involves
aggregation of the simulated aerosol optical depth fields to sufficiently large scales. It should
also be noted that our RF estimates don’t include any indirect aerosol effects. Including those
would make the sulphate effects relatively more important.
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Compared to the RCP set of scenarios, the scenarios presented in this study give a much
broader range of possible outcomes with respect to the future evolution of air pollutants. It is
imperative to emphasize that though the RCPs include short-lived tracers and aerosols, they
were not designed to assess future changes in air quality. Instead, they were produced to
assess how different climate forcing targets can be reached by the end of the century, while
assuming a continuation of the current trend towards more stringent air pollution control. This
paper is meant to explore the potential impacts of varying air pollution policies. In this light,
integrated emission scenarios focusing on short lived components as presented in this study
are required to make representative projections of future changes in air quality and climate
forcing.
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Electronic Supplementary Material A

Fig. S2.1. Comparison of monthly surface ozone mixing ratios from the TM5 simulation for 2005 with
observations at a number of representative background stations. The stations have been selected from the
networks coordinated by the NOAA Global Monitoring Division (GMD), the World Data Centre for
Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG), and the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP).
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Fig. S2.2. Annual total anthropogenic emissions of CH4, CO, NOx, NMVOC, SO2, and BC in the new IMAGE
scenarios and the corresponding RCPs for North America (60°W-125°W × 15°N-55°N). Emissions from
biomass burning are included in the totals.
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Fig. S2.3. Annual total anthropogenic emissions of CH4, CO, NOx, NMVOC, SO2, and BC in the new IMAGE
scenarios and the corresponding RCPs for Europe (10°W-50°E × 25°N-65°N). Emissions from biomass burning
are included in the totals.
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Fig. S2.4. Annual total anthropogenic emissions of CH4, CO, NOx, NMVOC, SO2, and BC in the new IMAGE
scenarios and the corresponding RCPs for East Asia (95°E-160°E × 15°N-50°N). Emissions from biomass
burning are included in the totals.
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Fig. S2.5. Annual total anthropogenic emissions of CH4, CO, NOx, NMVOC, SO2, and BC in the new IMAGE
scenarios and the corresponding RCPs for South Asia (50°E-95°E × 5°N-35°N). Emissions from biomass
burning are included in the totals.
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Tracers

2005

IM2.6

IM2.6

IM6.0

IM6.0

IM2.6

IM2.6

IM6.0

IM6.0

Low

High

Low

High
2020

Low

High
2050

Low

High
2050

2020

2020

2020

2050

2050

O3 (ppbv)

25.61

25.67

27.05

27.22

29.48

22.90

27.57

29.17

34.89

SO4
(g/m3)

0.793

0.722

0.832

0.843

0.984

0.489

0.608

0.927

1.420

BC
(g/m3)

0.137

0.125

0.146

0.141

0.169

0.085

0.134

0.114

0.208

Table S2.1. Simulated global annual mean surface concentrations of ozone, sulphate and black carbon in 2005,
2020 and 2050.
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CHAPTER 3
Global and regional climate impacts of future aerosol mitigation in an
RCP6.0-like scenario in EC-Earth

Abstract
Future changes in aerosol concentrations will influence the climate system over the coming
decades. In this study we evaluate the equilibrium climate response to aerosol reductions in
different parts of the world in 2050, using the global climate model EC-Earth. The aerosol
concentrations are based on a set of scenarios similar to RCP6.0, developed using the
IMAGE integrated assessment model and exploring stringent and weaker air pollution
control. Reductions in aerosol concentrations lead to an increase in downward surface solar
radiation under all-sky conditions in various parts of the world, especially in Asia where the
local brightening may reach about 10 Wm-2. The associated increase in surface temperature
may be as high as 0.5°C. This signal is dominated by the reduced cooling effect of sulphate
which in some areas is partially compensated by the decreased warming effect of black
carbon. According to our simulations, the mitigation of BC may lead to decreases in mean
summer surface temperature of up to 1°C in central parts of North America and up to 0.3oC in
northern India. Aerosol reductions could significantly affect the climate at high latitudes
especially in the winter, where temperature increases of up to 1°C are simulated. In the
Northern Hemisphere, this strong surface temperature response might be related to changes in
circulation patterns and precipitation at low latitudes, which can give rise to a wave train and
induce changes in weather patterns at high latitudes. Our model does not include a
parameterization of aerosol indirect effects so that responses could be stronger in reality. We
conclude that different, but plausible, air pollution control policies can have substantial local
climate effects and induce remote responses through dynamic teleconnections.

This chapter is in press as: Chuwah, C.D., van Noije, T., van Vuuren, D.P., Le Sager, P., Hazeleger, W., 2015.
Global and regional climate impacts of future aerosol mitigation in an RCP6.0-like scenario in EC-Earth,
Climatic Change.
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3.1 Introduction
Changes in the amount, distribution and composition of aerosols in the atmosphere over the
last 150 years are mainly caused by anthropogenic activities related to energy and land use.
These changes have influenced the transfer of radiation and spatial distribution of moist static
energy through the atmosphere with a large impact on weather and climate (Boucher et al.,
2013). Sulphate (SO4), nitrate, and some forms of organic aerosols reflect solar radiation and
thus have a cooling effect on the climate (Hansen et al., 1981; Charlson et al., 1991; Kiehl
and Briegleb, 1993; Mitchell et al., 1995). Black carbon (BC), on the other hand, absorbs
solar radiation, thereby reducing the amount of solar energy that reaches the earth’s surface.
This results in a local warming of the atmosphere and a cooling of the underlying surface
(Hansen et al., 2005; Bond et al., 2013). Besides these direct radiative effects, aerosols also
influence the climate by changing the properties and lifetimes of clouds, and changes in
diabatic heating can cause remote changes through atmospheric teleconnections. Field
observations and modelling studies have shown that overall increases in aerosols have had a
net cooling effect on the climate, especially at the surface (Boucher et al., 2013).
The aerosol-induced scattering and absorption of solar radiation, which results in dimming at
the surface, reduces the amount of solar energy available for evaporation, thereby slowing
down the hydrological cycle (Wild et al., 2005 and references therein; Hartmann et al., 2013).
There are indications that this dimming has recently been reversed in some parts of the world
(Wild et al., 2005), resulting in local warming that is larger than the warming of greenhouse
gases alone (Van Oldenborgh et al., 2009). This could be the result of reduction of aerosol
concentrations due to the implementation of stringent air pollution policy. While the
implementation of air quality control measures has reduced emissions of aerosols and aerosol
precursors in Europe and North America, emissions have increased in the rapidly growing
economies in South Asia and East Asia. While it is expected that stronger air pollution
control policies will also be implemented here, it is yet unclear how pollution levels in Asia
will evolve in the decades ahead.
A number of studies have looked at the impact of aerosol mitigation on future climate using
the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Chalmers et al., 2012; Gillett and Von
Salzen, 2013; Rotstayn et al., 2013) and emission scenarios from the International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) (Kloster et al., 2010, Sillmann et al., 2013). In
general, these studies show that the mitigation of aerosols and precursor emissions could
result in brightening at the surface and an increase in surface temperature.
In chapter 2, we explored the implications of different assumptions regarding future air
quality and climate policy for air pollutant concentrations, using a set of RCP-like scenarios
developed with the IMAGE integrated assessment model (Bouwman et al., 2006). The
scenarios showed a wide range of aerosol concentration pathways corresponding to
substantially different radiative forcings, even on a global scale. The study found that the
implementation of more stringent air pollution control (compared to current legislation) in a
scenario with weak climate policy (similar to RCP6.0) would lead to a global mean net
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positive aerosol direct radiative forcing of 0.22 Wm-2, mainly due to substantial reductions of
aerosol concentrations in Asia. Among the different aerosol components, the reduction of the
cooling effect of SO4 was found to be the strongest signal (0.64 Wm-2), but that effect is
partially compensated by the decline in the warming effect of BC (-0.35 Wm-2).
Our scenarios cover a much broader range of possible outcomes with regard to future air
pollutants than the RCPs. The climate impacts have not yet been evaluated in a general
circulation model. In this study, we use the global climate model EC-Earth to assess the
climate impacts of aerosol reductions in the RCP6.0-like scenarios shown in chapter 2 for
2050. We thereby separate the climate impacts due to reductions in SO4 and BC, respectively.
EC-Earth is derived from a numerical weather prediction model and has a comparatively high
resolution compared to other models that participated in CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012). As a
consequence it simulates atmospheric dynamics comparatively well (e.g. Zappa et al., 2013).
Our model does not include a parameterization of aerosol indirect effects. Although these are
very uncertain and not well constrained by observations, responses to aerosol reductions
could therefore be higher in reality, especially in the case of SO4.
.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 3.2 describes the methodology. In Section 3.3 we
present results on local and remote climate impacts of aerosol mitigation. A discussion and
conclusions of our results are given in Section 3.4.
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Model description
In this study, we use the EC-Earth model version 2.3 which participated in the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012). The atmosphere and land
surface components in EC-Earth are simulated using the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS)
from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). In this version
of EC-Earth, IFS version 31r1 is used with some modifications as described by Hazeleger et
al. (2012). The IFS component is configured to run at a horizontal spectral resolution of T159
(triangular truncation at wavenumber 159) and a vertical resolution of 62 layers. The ocean is
simulated with the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO) version 2, with a
horizontal resolution of about 1 degree and 42 vertical layers (Madec, 2008). Sea ice is
modelled inside NEMO using the Louvain-la-Neuve sea ice model (LIM) version 2. The
ocean/sea ice and the atmosphere/land components communicate via the OASIS3 coupler
(Valcke, 2013). Here we used the fully coupled EC-Earth model that allows for dynamic
response and feedbacks from interactions between the atmosphere, land surface, sea ice, and
the ocean. It is important to note that in this version of EC-Earth the description of clouds is
not coupled to changes in aerosol concentrations. Also, the impact of BC deposited on snow
or ice is not accounted for. In that sense, indirect aerosol effects are not accounted for. The
absorption of solar radiation by BC modifies the atmospheric temperature structure and
therefore cloud distributions (semi-direct effect). In EC-Earth, the impact of changes in cloud
distributions on radiation induced by this semi-direct effect is accounted for.
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3.2.2 Emissions scenarios
From the four scenarios presented in chapter 2, we selected two scenarios that explore high
and low aerosol forcing as a result of different levels of air pollution control. These scenarios,
developed using the IMAGE integrated assessment model (Bouwman et al., 2006), have the
same greenhouse gas emissions, but different emission factors (emissions per unit activity per
sector and fuel type) for air pollutants (scenarios LOW and HIGH). In terms of greenhouse
gas emissions, the scenarios are similar to the original RCP6.0 (Masui et al., 2011). Thus the
global radiative forcing in our scenarios gradually increases throughout the century and
reaches a value of around 6.0 Wm-2 in 2100.
The official RCP scenarios all assume successful implementation of air pollution policy (see
Van Vuuren et al., 2011). This is simulated in our scenario LOW, in which the emission
factors are assumed to decline in accordance with the implementation of current and planned
air pollution legislations until 2030 and thereafter as a function of income levels. In contrast,
in the HIGH scenario we assume that emission factors are held constant at the 2010 levels
providing a reference scenario, which enables us to systematically assess the potential
impacts of future air pollution policy on aerosol concentrations and regional climate
conditions by comparing the LOW and HIGH scenario. As a set, the two scenarios therefore
explore the impact of air pollution emissions for a wider range than included in the RCPs. A
detailed description of the underlying assumptions of the LOW and HIGH scenarios and
comparison with the RCPs can be found in chapter 2. Some important results of the scenarios
are shown in the supplementary material (Fig. S3.1).
3.2.3 Experimental setup

The climate response to the reduced aerosol concentrations is investigated using time slice
simulations with EC-Earth for 2050. The initial conditions were set to the 2005 results from a
CMIP5 compliant simulation of EC-Earth with prescribed historical forcings. Here, we used
prescribed monthly mean aerosol fields for our simulations which is in line with simulations
conducted in other studies (e.g. Teng et al., 2012). In our time slice simulations, the forcings
for well-mixed greenhouse gases, ozone, volcanic aerosols, and the solar cycle were fixed to
their 2050 levels irrespective of the model year. All simulations were continued for 180 years
to allow the model to adjust to the imposed forcings. The output of our simulations was
analysed for the last 80 years when the model’s climate has reached a quasi-steady state (Fig.
S3.2).
The aerosol fields used in EC-Earth version 2.3 for CMIP5 are based on simulations with the
chemistry-climate models CAM3.5 (Lamarque et al., 2010). The CAM aerosols consist of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic BC and OC, SO4, sea salt and mineral dust. In order to account
for the aerosol direct radiative effects according to the HIGH and LOW scenarios for 2050,
we scale the CAM mixing ratios of BC, OC, and SO4 using the vertically integrated burdens
from the atmospheric chemistry and transport model TM5, used in chapter 2. Note that the
TM5 future aerosol concentrations were calculated using present-day (2005) meteorological
fields from ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) of the European Centre for Medium-
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Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). To use our TM5 aerosol fields in EC-Earth, we apply
scaling ratios for SO4, BC, and OC to the corresponding aerosol fields for 2005 computed in
CAM. Thus, the mixing ratios Χ i of the various aerosol components i used in our simulations
are given by

ΒiTM5 ( x, 2050 )
Χ i ( r , 2050) = TM5
 Χ iCAM ( r , 2005 ),
Βi ( x, 2005 )

(3.1)

where Βi denote the vertically integrated burdens for the different aerosol components, and r
and x are the 3-D and 2-D coordinates.
We performed four different simulations with different aerosol concentrations as shown in
Table 3.1. The first two simulations correspond to the LOW and HIGH scenarios
respectively. To assess the individual contributions of BC and SO4 to the simulated climate
response we performed two additional experiments: BC-LOW and SO4-LOW. In these
experiments the HIGH scenario is assumed, but with concentrations of BC and SO4,
respectively, from the LOW scenario. The data presented in this study represent averages
over the last 80 years of our simulations. Statistical significance of the differences in climate
response between our scenarios is evaluated using student’s t-test at a significance level of
0.05.
Simulation
LOW
HIGH
LOW-BC
LOW-SO4

BC
concentrations
Low
High
Low
High

OC
concentrations
Low
High
High
High

SO4
concentrations
Low
High
High
Low

Table 3.1. Overview of the EC-Earth simulations performed in this study.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Impacts of aerosol reductions on radiation
The top panels of Fig. 3.1 show the differences in annual mean downward surface solar
radiation (SSRD) under all-sky conditions between the LOW and HIGH pollution scenarios
(left) and the contribution from reductions in SO4 aerosols only (SO4-LOW compared to
HIGH) (right). While the air pollution control policies assumed in the LOW scenario strongly
reduce air pollution levels, they also lead to a significant brightening at the surface, most
notably in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) subtropics and mid-latitudes. The largest changes,
with an increase in annual mean SSRD reaching 9.9 Wm-2, are found in India and China,
where aerosol concentrations are projected to increase strongly in the HIGH scenario and
pollution control is most effective in reducing absolute concentrations levels. Significant
changes in annual mean SSRD due to aerosol reductions can also be seen in most parts of the
United States (US), Mexico and Europe, and in some parts of the Middle East and Northern
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Africa. Comparison with the SSRD differences due to changes in SO4 only reveals that the
SSRD increases are dominated by the scattering effect of SO4, with the contributions from
reductions in other aerosol components being much smaller.
The reduction of aerosol concentrations by air pollution policy as assumed in the LOW
scenario leads to increases in annual mean net solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere
(TSR) under clear-sky conditions (Fig. 3.1, bottom panels), especially in eastern China where
increases of around 3 Wm-2 are estimated. Here, the reduced upward scattering by SO4
dominates the calculated increase in the clear-sky TSR, which is partially compensated by a
decrease in BC absorption. However, under all-sky conditions we see a decrease in annual
mean TSR, especially in parts of eastern China where we simulate decreases of up to 7 Wm -2.
Further analysis indicates that the aerosol-induced brightening at the surface increases the
amount of potential convective energy, thereby enhancing the development of convective
clouds, which increases the upward scattering effect of clouds. This is evident in the increase
in the computed annual mean liquid water path (Fig. S3.4, bottom left) and in convective
precipitation, especially during the boreal summer (Fig. S3.4, bottom right). The mitigation
of aerosols result in an increase in precipitation of up to 1 mm per day over China which is
similar to the findings of Levy et al. (2013). This computed increase in available potential
convective energy and convection is consistent with previous studies (see Persan et al., 2012;
Kim et al., 2014) and demonstrates how aerosol direct radiative effects can have an impact on
clouds and the hydrological cycle. In contrast, Niemeier et al. (2013) found that the
hydrological sensitivity is decreased by solar radiation management, especially for aerosolbased techniques such as artificial sea salt emissions.
3.3.2 Local impacts of aerosol reductions on climate
Our results indicate that the impact of air pollution policy on surface temperature could be
significant, especially in South and East Asia (Fig. 3.2). The abatement of aerosols in the
LOW vs. HIGH scenario results in an increase of up to 0.5°C in surface temperature in parts
of North America, India and China. The significant changes in surface temperature that we
find over the US appear qualitatively similar to results reported in Mickley et al. (2012). Our
results also show that the reduced scattering effect of SO4 (SO4-LOW compared to HIGH)
explains most of the estimated increases in surface temperature especially in most parts of
eastern China and central US, with a maximum increase of up to 0.5°C. Levy et al. (2013)
also found that the temperature response to aerosol changes in RCP4.5 is dominated by
sulphate in their model. On the other hand, a 0.3°C decrease in surface temperature due to the
effect of reductions in BC (BC-LOW with respect to HIGH) in the northern parts of India
during the boreal summer is also visible (Fig. 3.2, third row, left panel). Also, we find a
significant decrease in summer mean surface temperature of up to 1°C in parts of central
North America (Fig. 3.2, bottom right) as a result of the mitigation of BC. Teng et al. (2012)
found qualitatively similar temperature changes over the United States in response to changes
in carbonaceous aerosol concentrations over Asia. Interestingly, we find that BC reductions
lead to surface warming in parts of the US and a region stretching from the Sea of Japan to
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the east, which may be related to the simulated surface brightening. In Europe the changes in
surface temperature are less significant.

Figure 3.1. Differences in annual mean downward surface solar radiation under all-sky conditions between the
LOW and the HIGH scenario (top left panel) and the contributions from reductions in SO 4 aerosols only (top
right panel). The bottom panels show the corresponding differences in annual mean top of atmosphere net solar
radiation under clear-sky (left) and all-sky (right) conditions. The stippled areas show regions where the
differences are not significant at the 5% level, and this applies to all the other figures as well.

3.3.3 Remote impacts of aerosol reductions on climate
Although most of the aerosol changes occur in the subtropics and NH mid-latitudes, a
substantial climate response is found in the Arctic and Antarctic (Fig. 3.3). In the Arctic the
annual mean surface temperature increases by about 0.5°C due to aerosol reductions. This
surface temperature increase is higher in winter (up to 1°C).
Results from the SO4-LOW and BC-LOW compared to the HIGH scenario show that BC and
SO4 can have opposite effects on surface temperature in the Arctic. For example, decreases in
SO4 concentrations increase annual mean surface temperatures in the Arctic by up to 1°C. On
the contrary, reductions in BC tend to lead to surface cooling of the Arctic. Locally, this
contribution can be as high as 0.5oC in the annual mean and 1oC in winter.
The reduction of aerosol concentrations results in a decrease in annual mean surface
temperature by 1°C in parts of the Weddell Sea. At the same time, increases in annual mean
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surface temperature of up to 1°C can be seen in small parts of the Ross Sea and in large parts
of the Southern Ocean to the west of the Ross Sea. The changes found in the high latitudes
may be caused by remote responses induced by changes in aerosol concentrations through
teleconnections. However, the region where such responses are simulated is rather small. It is
important to reiterate that most of the aerosols reductions take place in the NH mid-latitudes
and the tropics. This suggests that the overall climate response at high latitudes is
strengthened by processes described below.

Figure 3.2. Differences in annual mean temperature over India (left panels), China (middle panels) and the
United states (right panels) between the LOW and the HIGH scenario (upper panels), the contributions from
reductions in sulphate only (second row panels) and the effects of reductions in BC in the summer (JJA, third
row panels ).
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Fig.3.3. Differences in annual temperature in the Arctic (left panels) and Antarctic (right panels) between the
LOW and the HIGH scenario (upper panels), and the contributions from reductions in SO 4 (middle panels) and
BC (bottom panels) only.

Previous studies have shown that Arctic temperatures are strongly influenced by NH midlatitude forcings (e.g. Shindell et al., 2007; Shindell et al., 2010; Sand et al., 2013; Rotstayn
et al., 2014). Part of the strong surface temperature response that we find in the winter at the
poles is linked to the local ice albedo feedback carried over from the summer (see Screen and
Simmonds, 2010, and references therein). Here, the reduced sea ice cover in the summer
enhances the warming of the surface ocean, which further harnesses sea ice loss and more
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energy uptake by the ocean. The additional heat stored in the ocean is released in the winter,
thereby hampering the expansion of winter sea ice. In the Arctic, the largest temperature
changes are found in the Barentsz and Kara Seas, which have been noted to have very large
climate variability and strong local feedbacks (Kim et al., 2014). However, there are
important differences between the externally mixed aerosols used in our model and the
internally mixed representation in Kim et al. (2014), which might limit the comparison of our
results to their findings.
Nonlocal effects through atmospheric teleconnections likely play a role as well. In Fig. 3.4
we present changes in zonal mean precipitation and the meridional overturning mass
streamfunction for boreal summer under the LOW and SO4-LOW scenarios relative to the
HIGH scenario. Increases in zonal mean precipitation of up to about 0.07 mm per day are
found, with the strongest responses in the tropics and NH mid-latitudes. The precipitation
changes are dominated by changes in convective precipitation, especially in the tropics. Also,
we see changes in the Hadley cell circulation pattern which is strongly related to precipitation
at low latitudes (Yoshimori and Broccoli, 2008). Previous studies (Rotstayn et al., 2014 and
references therein) have indicated that higher aerosol forcings in the NH result in the
enhancement of the Hadley cell circulation, an increase in precipitation in the SH and a
decrease in the NH tropics. Our results show a weakening of the ascending and descending
branches of the Hadley cell circulation, especially during the boreal summer (Fig. 3.4, bottom
panels).
The simulated increases in precipitation in the tropics can cause anomalies in high-level wind
divergence which acts as a Rossby wave source (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981). For instance,
Yuan and Martinson (2000), using Pacific precipitation as an indicator of tropical climate
variability, showed that there is a link between the Antarctic sea ice extent and changes in
Pacific precipitation. It is possible that the increase in convection as highlighted by an
increase in convective precipitation in the tropics induced by aerosol reductions might affect
the sea ice cover and the climate in the polar regions. The anomalies in geopotential height
indicate a Pacific-North American (PNA) response and a North Atlantic Oscillation-like
response in the Northern Hemispheric during the winter. (Fig. 3.5, top panels). These
teleconnection patterns are known to be driven by anomalous divergence in the Pacific warm
pool region. However, the Pacific South American-like response appears less significant in
austral winter. While our results indicate that some of the climate responses simulated in the
Arctic might be driven by climatic changes in the tropics, it is not clear from our findings if
the climate responses seen in the Antarctic are related to the changes in circulation patterns
and precipitation at low latitudes, as demonstrated by Yuan and Martinson (2000). While our
findings are consistent with previous research (Kloster et al., 2010; Chalmers et al., 2012),
additional research is needed to better comprehend the mechanisms responsible for the
aerosol induced climatic responses simulated in the Antarctic.
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Fig. 3.4. Zonally integrated precipitation (top left panel) and mass stream function (top right panel) in boreal
summer (JJA), and the corresponding differences in mass stream function between the LOW and the HIGH
scenario (bottom left panel), and the contribution from reductions in SO 4 only (bottom right panel).

Fig. 3.5. Differences in boreal winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) geopotential height anomaly with respect to the
zonal mean, between the LOW and the HIGH scenario.
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3.4 Discussion and Conclusions
This study has assessed the impacts of reduction of aerosol and aerosol precursor emissions
(as a result of air pollution policies) on climate using the ocean-atmosphere coupled general
circulation model EC-Earth (Hazeleger et al., 2012). EC-Earth has a relatively high spatial
resolution and well represents atmospheric dynamics. We performed long equilibrium
simulations with fixed boundary conditions for 2050. In total, we completed four simulations
based on two concentration scenarios, describing a contrasting LOW and HIGH trajectory of
aerosol concentrations for an RCP6.0-type scenario shown in chapter 2. These scenarios are
used to estimate the combined climate impact of reductions in SO4, BC, and OC. Also, we
compute the climate impact of reducing BC and SO4 separately. By comparing the different
simulations, we are able to assess possible climate impacts of aerosols mitigation and the
separate contributions of SO4 and BC.
The equilibrium climate responses presented in this study take into account the direct and
semi-direct radiative effects of the imposed aerosol changes, and the subsequent response of
the climate system. Other studies (Kloster et al., 2010; Levy et al., 2013; Rotstayn et al.,
2013) have taken into account aerosol effects on cloud albedo and cloud lifetime. This could
make the sulphate effects relatively more important. For instance, Levy et al. (2013) found
that both temperature and precipitation show much stronger responses when aerosol indirect
effects are included. In addition, the use of prescribed monthly mean aerosol fields ignores
correlations introduced by synoptic variability, for example related to wet removal and
interactions with clouds. This tends to reduce the simulated aerosol direct radiative effects
under clear-sky conditions, and in the case of BC above clouds.
In addition, we did not account for changes in nitrate aerosols in our simulations. The impact
of nitrate on future climate will become relatively more important as concentrations of other
aerosol components will decrease (Bellouin et al., 2011; Shindell et al., 2013). Bellouin et al.
(2011) indicated that nitrate aerosols are likely to become the dominant species in Europe and
Asia and decelerate the decrease in global mean aerosol forcing. They estimated that
increases in nitrate aerosols could make aerosol radiative forcing 2 to 4 times stronger by
2100, depending on the RCP. However, it is important to note that nitrate concentrations are
quite difficult to model, especially with global models, because of its semi-volatile character
and the strongly localized pattern of ammonia emissions.
The climate impacts have been evaluated in terms of changes in the solar radiation budget,
surface temperature and elements of the hydrological cycle. The results show that the
reductions in aerosol concentrations will lead to a substantial increase in SSRD under all-sky
conditions on regional and continental scales, especially in Asia. This increase is mainly
caused by reduced scattering by sulphate. The direct radiative effects of aerosols also have an
impact on clouds. This can be seen in the computed TSR over eastern China, where the
increase in clear-sky downward surface solar radiation results in more convective clouds,
precipitation and a decrease in simulated TSR. Also, it has been shown that the reduced
absorption of incoming solar radiation by BC has a semi-direct effect on clouds and climate
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(Boucher et al., 2013) by cooling the surrounding atmosphere and reducing the evaporation
of cloud droplets.
A decrease in both scattering and absorbing aerosols leads to a change in surface temperature
in some parts of the world by up to 1°C. The surface temperature response is qualitatively
similar to the effect of declining aerosols on climate reported in the global modelling studies
of Rotstayn et al. (2013) and Levy et al. (2013) and the regional modelling study for the US
by Mickley et al. (2012). For instance, some of the strongest surface temperature responses
are found at high latitudes, where the changes in aerosol concentrations are small. This
indicates the sensitivity of this region to changes in the tropics and mid-latitudes. Other
studies (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009; Screen and Simmonds, 2010; Kim et al., 2014) have
also shown that the climate response in the Arctic is correlated with mid-latitude forcing,
notably outside the summer season, as a result of the large-scale dynamics influencing the
climate of this region.
A decrease in sulphate concentrations alone results in surface warming, while decreases in
BC concentrations might decrease or increase the local surface temperature depending on the
location. It has been demonstrated in previous studies (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009; Sand et
al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014) that increases in BC at mid-latitudes may contribute substantially
to surface warming in the Arctic, through increased transport of heat into the Arctic which
leads to a decrease in sea ice. However, it is important to note that we do not take into
account the direct role of BC in producing surface warming when it is deposited on ice or
snow. Previous studies (e.g. Hansen et al., 2005; Bond et al., 2013 and references therein)
have shown that BC deposited on snow or ice decreases the reflectivity of these surfaces,
resulting in an increase in solar radiation absorption, and may play an important role in Arctic
warming. Here, we also find a substantial surface temperature response in the Antarctic. This
could be related to increased convection in the Western Pacific, which propagates in a wave
train modulating the westerlies over the South Pacific and thereby influencing the variations
of Antarctic sea ice over the Pacific and Atlantic sectors (Trenberth et al., 2007). Further
research is needed to analyse these nonlocal effects in more detail.
This study clearly shows that there are continental and regional scale climate impacts
following the implementation of aerosol mitigation measures. Our analysis indicates that the
warming induced by sulphate mitigations dominate under the 6.0 Wm-2 scenario considered
in this study and are therefore representative of scenarios with similar climate policy
assumptions. However, under a scenario with stronger climate policies such as the 2.6 Wm -2
scenario similar to RCP2.6 discussed in chapter 2, the climate effects induced by BC
reductions through air pollution control measures are expected to become more important as
a lot of sulphate precursor emissions are already phased out by climate policies, while BC
aerosol emissions could be much less affected by this.
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Electronic Supplementary Material B

Figure S3.1. Annual total anthropogenic emissions of SO2 and BC in the IMAGE scenarios and the
corresponding RCP. Emissions from biomass burning are included in the totals.

Figure S3.2. Annual global mean 2-meter temperatures for the four simulations for the full 180 years of
simulation.
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Figure S3.3. Imposed SO4 and BC burdens for the LOW scenario (left panels) and the corresponding differences
between the LOW and the HIGH scenario (right panels).
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Fig. S3.4. Differences in annual mean total liquid water column (left) and convective precipitation (right)
between the LOW and the HIGH scenario under all-sky conditions over East Asia.
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CHAPTER 4
Efficacy of aerosol forcings in an RCP6.0-like scenario

Abstract
Anthropogenically induced changes in the concentrations of aerosols strongly alter the
transmission of solar radiation through the atmosphere, thereby affecting the climate. In this
study we assess the effectiveness of different aerosol forcing agents in causing climate
change in 2050 using the global climate model EC-Earth, which includes direct radiative
effects of aerosols. We use aerosol and precursor emission scenarios similar to RCP6.0, but
with either constant or declining emission factors for air pollutants (developed using the
IMAGE integrated assessment model). Our results show a broad range of efficacies for
different anthropogenic aerosol components. We find an aerosol efficacy of 286% for the
combined aerosols, 112% for sulphate and 41% for black carbon. Our results confirm that
large interhemispheric differences in aerosol forcings result in changes in circulation patterns,
which gives rise to strong regional feedbacks and climate responses. According to our
simulations, changes in aerosol concentrations alter the Hadley cell circulation, which leads
to a decrease in precipitation and cloud cover and provides a negative climate feedback at
northern mid-latitudes.
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4.1 Introduction
Human-induced changes in the concentrations of aerosols have led to a perturbation of the
radiation balance of the Earth by affecting the scattering and absorption of solar radiation.
Aerosols also affect the climate indirectly by modulating cloud microphysical processes that
influence cloud properties such as albedo, lifetime and precipitation efficiency (Boucher et
al., 2013). Due to the short residence time of aerosols in the atmosphere, their spatial
distributions are inhomogeneous, with higher concentrations mostly located near emission
sources. This implies that changes in emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors can have
strong regional climate impacts (e.g. Charlson et al., 1991; 1992; Mitchell et al., 1995;
Ramanathan et al., 2001; Hansen et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2007; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009;
Shindell et al., 2012). Understanding the global and regional climate impacts of different
forcing agents is therefore important to formulate effective mitigating and adaptation
strategies.
The rate and magnitude of climate response in relation to the perturbed energy balance is
determined by the radiative forcing, climate feedbacks and the storage of heat by the climate
system (IPCC, 2013). Several studies (Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Hansen et al., 2005;
Yoshimori and Broccoli, 2008; Boucher et al., 2013; Kummer and Dessler, 2014) have
evaluated the radiative forcing changes and concomitant climate responses using different
definitions of radiative forcing. The most common approach is to define the radiative forcing
perturbation due to a given forcing agent as the net flux change at the tropopause after
allowing the stratospheric temperatures to adjust to a new radiative equilibrium (Ramaswamy
et al., 2001). The resulting net flux change is called the adjusted radiative forcing (Fa).
Models used for the computation of Fa are configured such that temperature is fixed
everywhere in the troposphere, while the stratospheric temperature is allowed to adjust to the
forcing.
The stratospheric radiative adjustments operate on fast atmospheric timescales while the
adjustment in the troposphere might take up to a decade due to the interaction with the ocean,
which has a large heat capacity (Boucher et al., 2013). In order to get a better estimate of the
long-term climate response to a given forcing agent, Hansen et al. (2005) introduced an
alternative measure of climate forcing known as the fixed SST forcing (Fs). Fs is defined as
the net flux change at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) after the forcing agent is added to the
atmosphere with sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice (SI) fixed (see section 2.4). Here,
the temperature in the entire atmosphere is allowed to change in response to the forcing.
Specifically, this approach allows fast feedbacks in the atmosphere (e.g. related to clouds and
water vapour) to come into play before the flux is calculated. Fs is therefore more directly
related to the long-term climate response than Fa (Hansen et al., 2005). The long-term climate
response to the forcing is computed with a fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-land-sea ice
model which allow all feedbacks to operate and temperature at the surface, in the ocean and
the atmosphere to adjust to the forcing perturbation.
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A number of studies (Hansen et., 2005; Yoshimori and Broccoli, 2008; Shindell and
Faluvegi, 2009; Shindell et al., 2012; Kummer and Dessler, 2014) have shown that global
mean forcings of the same magnitude, but with different spatial distributions, may give rise to
different climate responses. In order to account for this effect, Hansen et al., (2005)
introduced the efficacy concept. Efficacy refers to the global mean temperature response per
unit forcing of a given forcing agent relative to the response produced by a CO2 concentration
perturbation to the same unperturbed state. So far, both Fa and Fs definitions of radiative
forcing have been used to calculate the adjusted efficacy (Ea) and fixed SST efficacy (Es),
respectively, for different forcing agents. Hansen et al. (2005) showed that the estimated
efficacies for both Fa and Fs can be significantly different from unity indicating that different
forcing agents can be more or less effective in causing climate change compared to CO 2. For
example, because most anthropogenic aerosol and precursor emissions occur in the Northern
Hemisphere (NH), this leads to strong interhemispheric differences in aerosol forcings, while
the forcing due to the increase in CO2 is more uniformly distributed. Several studies
(Yoshimori and Broccoli, 2008; Ming and Ramaswamy, 2009; Ocko et al., 2014) indicated
that this inhomogeneous hemispheric distribution of aerosol forcings results in surface
cooling in the NH, a southward shift of the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), a
disruption of circulation patterns, an increase of precipitation in the Southern Hemisphere
(SH) and a decrease in the NH tropics. Also, Hansen et al. (2005) revealed that the efficacy of
black carbon (BC) depends on the vertical distribution. They showed that the efficacy of BC
decreases rapidly with altitude, as heating by BC reduces cloud cover (semi-direct effect of
BC) in the layer where it is situated and inhibits convection from the layer below.
In general, regional variations in radiative forcings and feedbacks can lead to efficacies that
deviate from unity. Hansen et al. (2005) showed that the efficacy of aerosols is closer to one
when the forcing is defined by Fs rather than Fa. By allowing fast feedbacks in the
atmosphere to operate before the radiative flux perturbation is calculated, Fs provides a better
estimate of the expected climate response than Fa.
In chapter 2, we simulated aerosol concentration changes for different air pollution and
climate policy regimes using a set of future emission scenarios similar to the Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs; van Vuuren et al., 2011a). Based on a simple calculation of
direct radiative forcing, it was estimated that changes in aerosol concentrations in 2050 due to
air pollution control can lead to a global mean Fa of 0.22 Wm-2 under a scenario with weak
climate policy similar to the RCP6.0. In addition, this study discussed how the net forcing in
these scenarios is a result of often much larger forcings for individual components with
opposite signs: while the radiative cooling by sulphate is the dominant effect, its impact is
partly compensated by the warming effect of BC. Using the same RCP-like scenarios in the
coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model EC-Earth, chapter 3 showed that the
equilibrium climate response in 2050 is significantly different for these different air pollution
regimes. For instance, it was estimated that the mitigation of aerosols could increase annual
mean temperatures in 2050 by up to 0.5°C in Asia and 1°C during winter at high latitudes.
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The mitigation of aerosols also resulted in substantial changes in the hydrological cycle and
precipitation, especially in the tropics.
A number of studies (Hansen et al., 2005; Yoshimori and Broccoli 2008; Kummer and
Dessler, 2014) have calculated the efficacy of different forcing agents. However, the number
of climate models for which such an analysis has been carried out is limited and model spread
is significant. More so, the physical mechanisms leading to the global and regional responses
need further study. Here we determine efficacies of different aerosol components (sulphate,
black carbon and organic aerosol combined, as well as sulphate and black carbon
individually) in the EC-Earth model using the RCP-like scenarios mentioned above. We use
the fixed SST approach of Hansen et al. (2005) to compute changes in forcing at the top of
the atmosphere. The corresponding long-term climate response is obtained from the fully
coupled atmosphere-ocean simulations shown in chapter 3.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 describes the model and methodology. In
Section 4.3 we present results on efficacies and climate response. A discussion and
conclusions of our results are given in Section 4.4.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Model description
The model used in this study is the EC-Earth model version 2.3 which was also used in the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012). The atmospheric part
is based on the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) cycle 31r1 with some modification as
described in Hazeleger et al. (2012). It runs at a horizontal spectral resolution of T159
(triangular truncation at wavenumber 159) and a vertical resolution of 62 layers. IFS can be
configured to run with fixed SST and sea ice, or coupled to the Nucleus for European
Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO) version 2, with a horizontal resolution of about 1 degree
and 42 vertical layers (Madec, 2008). Sea ice is modelled inside NEMO using the Louvainla-Neuve sea ice model (LIM) version 2. The ocean/sea ice and the atmosphere/land
components communicate via the OASIS3 coupler (Valcke, 2006). It is important to note that
indirect aerosol effects related to interactions between aerosols and clouds are not accounted
for in this version of EC-Earth.
4.2.2 Emissions scenarios
The emissions and land use scenarios used in this study were developed using the IMAGE
integrated assessment model (Bouwman et al., 2006), as described in chapter 2. Here, we
present results of two selected scenarios that explore high and low aerosol forcing as a result
of different levels of air pollution mitigation. These scenarios, called ‘LOW’ and ‘HIGH’,
have different emission factors (emissions per unit activity per sector and fuel type) for air
pollutants, but the same emissions of long-lived greenhouse gases. They resemble the original
RCP6.0 (Masui et al., 2011), thus leading to a radiative forcing of around 6.0 Wm-2 at the end
of the century. As a set, the two scenarios therefore can be used to explore the impact of air
pollution emissions for a wider range than included in the RCPs. A detailed description of the
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underlying assumptions of the LOW and HIGH scenarios and comparison with the RCPs can
be found in chapters 2 and 3.
4.2.3 Experimental setup
The efficacy of aerosols in causing climate change is investigated using EC-Earth time slice
simulations for 2050. Here, we analyse results from both coupled and uncoupled simulations.
Results from the coupled runs were presented in chapter 3. For the 2050 time slice runs, the
concentrations of long-lived greenhouse gases, ozone, volcanic aerosols, and the solar cycle
were fixed to their 2050 levels irrespective of the model year. An overview of the different
experiments performed is shown in Table 4.1 and additional information can be found in
chapter 3. For the uncoupled runs, we used similar settings, except for the fact that we used
prescribed SSTs and sea-ice cover for 2005 from a historical CMIP5 simulation with the
same model version. The initial conditions were set to a 2005 state from a similar CMIP5
simulation of the model. The uncoupled simulations were run for 60 years, while all coupled
simulations were run for 180 years to allow the model to adjust to the imposed forcings. The
output of the coupled and uncoupled simulations were analysed for the last 80 and 50 years,
respectively. We used the student’s t-test at a significance level of 0.05 to evaluate the
statistical significance of the differences in climate responses between our scenarios. The
aerosol concentration fields used in our simulations are based on offline simulations with the
atmospheric chemistry and transport model TM5 (Huijnen et al., 2010; van Noije et al.,
2014). Detailed information about the use of the TM5 aerosol concentration fields in ECEarth can be found in chapter 3.
Simulation

BC

OC

SO4

SST and SI

concentrations

concentrations

concentrations

Conditions

LOW uncoupled

Low

Low

Low

fixed 2005

HIGH uncoupled

High

High

High

fixed 2005

LOW-BC uncoupled

Low

High

High

fixed 2005

LOW-SO4 uncoupled

High

High

Low

fixed 2005

LOW coupled

Low

Low

Low

Changing

HIGH coupled

High

High

High

Changing

LOW-BC coupled

Low

High

High

Changing

LOW-SO4 coupled

High

High

Low

Changing

Table 4.1. Overview of the uncoupled and coupled EC-Earth simulations performed in this study. where SST
and SI are the sea surface temperature and sea ice cover boundary conditions.
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4.2.4 Efficacy of climate forcing calculations
In this study we use the Fs measure of climate forcing (Hansen et al., 2005) to calculate the
efficacy of different aerosol forcing agents. Here, Fs is given as:
(4.1)
Fs  Fo  To /  ,
where Fo and δTo are the global mean flux change at the TOA and the global mean change in
surface air temperature (usually taken at 2 meter), in response to the forcing perturbation with
SST and sea ice held constant, and λ the model equilibrium climate sensitivity to CO 2. The
efficacy Es is then defined as the global mean temperature response per unit forcing relative
to the response per unit forcing of CO2 for the same unperturbed climate state:

Es 

Ts
,
  Fs

(4.2)

where ΔTs is the global mean equilibrium climate response from the coupled simulations. In
our calculations, we use a climate sensitivity λ=1.1 K/(W m-2) for a 4xCO2 perturbation in
EC-Earth (Lacagnina et al., 2014). The difference in climate sensitivity between 4xCO2 and
2xCO2 is expected to be small, as CO2 has a long residence time in the atmosphere and is
very homogeneously distributed (see Hansen et al., 2005).
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Aerosols effects in atmosphere-only simulations
Fig. 4.1 shows the differences in the clear-sky contribution to the annual mean radiative
imbalance at the TOA in 2050 as a result of perturbations in aerosol concentrations. The
effect of sulphate, black carbon and organic aerosol combined is calculated as the difference
between the HIGH and LOW air pollution scenarios (left) and the contribution from SO4
aerosols only as the difference between the HIGH and the SO4-LOW scenarios (right). The
results indicate that the aerosol induced TOA radiative perturbation is dominated by sulphate
notably in the NH subtropics and mid-latitudes. The largest clear-sky contribution to the
radiative forcing imbalance, with negative values down to -4.3 Wm-2, are found in parts of
China and India where aerosol concentration are substantially higher in the HIGH scenario
relative to the LOW and SO4-LOW. We also find significant contributions in some parts of
the United States, Mexico, Europe, South America and Africa. The higher aerosol forcing in
the NH is likely to give rise to different feedbacks and climate responses (discussed below)
compared to CO2, which is more uniformly distributed.
Globally, we find an increase in the top net solar radiation for the combined aerosols, and for
SO4 and BC only under all-sky conditions (Table 4.2). For the combined aerosol and SO4only perturbations, the clear-sky contribution to this flux is negative (-0.34 and -0.35 Wm-2,
respectively), and the increase in the all-sky flux is due to the contribution from the cloudy
part of the sky. In Fig. 4.2 we present zonally averaged changes in TOA net shortwave (SW)
solar (left panels) and longwave (LW) thermal (right panels) radiation due to aerosol
perturbations under all-sky conditions together with the contributions from the clear and
cloudy parts of the sky. Clearly, the aerosol perturbation to the incoming solar radiation is
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highest at NH mid-latitudes. We find a reduction in the clear-sky contribution to the zonal
mean TOA net solar radiation reaching up to 1 Wm-2 mostly due to the scattering effect of
sulphate (Fig. 4.2 left top and bottom panels). The opposite picture emerges under all-sky
conditions where we estimate an increase in zonally averaged TOA net solar radiation of
maximally 0.6 Wm-2, notably between 30° N to 60° N. Further analysis shows an even higher
increase in the cloudy-sky contribution (up to 1.2 Wm-2) under HIGH relative to LOW and
SO4-LOW. The increase in TOA solar radiation is partially compensated by thermal cooling
at the same latitudes (Fig. 4.2, right panels and Table 4.2).

Fig. 4.1. Changes in the clear-sky contribution to the annual mean TOA net radiative flux (measured positive in
the downward direction) in response to aerosol perturbations in 2050, under the HIGH compared to the LOW
and LOW-SO4 respectively, in the atmosphere-only simulations. The stippled areas show regions where the
differences are not significant at the 5% level.

Aerosols
BC
SO4

TSR
0.066
0.013
0.026

TSRC
-0.339
0.008
-0.353

TTR
-0.085
0.024
-0.076

TTRC
-0.017
0.031
-0.025

Fo
-0.020
0.032
-0.051

FoC
-0.357
0.039
-0.378

Table 4.2. Global annual mean changes in TOA net solar radiative flux (TSR and TSRC), TOA net thermal
radiative flux (TTR and TTRC) and TOA total net radiative flux (Fo and FoC) in response to aerosol
perturbations in 2050, for the combined aerosols (HIGH-LOW), BC (HIGH- LOW-BC) and SO4 (HIGH- LOWSO4 ), in the atmosphere-only simulations. Here TSR, TTR and Fo denote all-sky fluxes and TRSC, TTRC and
FoC are the corresponding contributions from the clear parts of the sky. All fluxes (W/m 2) are measured as
positive in the downward direction.

The zonal mean radiative effects of BC changes at the TOA are small compared to those of
sulphate and the combined aerosols (see Fig. 4.2, middle panels). This can partly be
explained by the fact that under clear-sky conditions the absorption of solar radiation by BC
does not have a substantial impact at the TOA over dark ocean surfaces. The effect of BC at
the TOA is stronger when the absorption takes place over bright reflective surfaces or cloud
layers. Since BC changes the distribution of radiation within the atmosphere, the climate
impact of BC is not necessarily well reflected in the TOA forcing (Bond et al., 2013).
Changes in the distribution of clouds due to the semi-direct effect of BC as well as circulation
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changes may explain part of the simulated net TOA flux change as a function of latitude. On
a global scale, the cooling caused by sulphate increases is only partially compensated by the
warming caused by BC increases (see Table 4.3).

Fig. 4.2. Changes in annual mean TOA net shortwave (SW)
(right panels) radiative fluxes (measured positive in the
perturbations in 2050, for the HIGH scenario compared to the
the atmosphere-only simulations. Results for all-sky fluxes
contributions from the clear and cloudy parts of the sky.

solar (left panels) and longwave (LW) thermal
downward direction) in response to aerosol
LOW, LOW-BC and LOW-SO4 respectively, in
are presented together with the corresponding
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Fig. 4.3. Zonally integrated annual mean mass stream function under the HIGH scenario in 2050 (top panel) and
changes in response to perturbations under the HIGH compared to the LOW (top right panel), LOW-SO4
(bottom right panel) and LOW-SO4 (bottom left panel) respectively, in the atmosphere-only simulations.
Negative values indicate counter clockwise and positive values clockwise circulations.

Aerosols
BC
SO4

δTo (°C )
0.014
0.002
0.015

Fs (W/m2)
-0.007
0.034
-0.037

ΔTs (°C )
-0.023
0.015
-0.046

Es
2.86
0.41
1.12

Es*
1.10
0.81
1.04

Table 4.3. Global annual mean radiative forcings and efficacies for the combined aerosols (HIGH-LOW), BC
(HIGH- LOW-BC) and SO4 (HIGH- LOW-SO4 ). Here δTo is the global annual mean surface air temperature
change after the forcing is applied with SSTs and SI held constant, ΔTs global surface air temperature response
to the climate forcing agent, Fs is the climate forcing defined in Sect. 2.4, and E s and ES*(obtained from Hansen
et al., 2005) are the corresponding efficacies of different forcing agents.

Clearly, the dominant contributor to the SW changes at the TOA is the cloud response which
is likely related to changes in the dynamics. In a broader context, the aerosol induced cloud
response has been associated with changes in circulation patterns in the tropics (Boucher et
al., 2013). In Fig. 4.3 we present the global annual mean meridional overturning mass
streamfunction under the HIGH scenario, HIGH with respect to the LOW, BC-LOW and
SO4-LOW for our fixed SST runs. The strong interhemispheric differences in aerosol
forcings result in the strengthening of the ascending branch of the Hadley cell circulation in
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the NH for both the combined aerosol and sulphate-only perturbations. In the case of BC,
although the interhemispheric differences in BC forcings are small (see Fig. 4.2, middle
panels), our results indicate that the descending branch in the NH also becomes stronger (Fig.
4.3 bottom left). As mentioned above, BC situated above a bright reflective surface also
absorbs solar radiation reflected from that surface, therefore heating the atmosphere and
reducing the amount of sunlight that reaches the surface which can alter the hydrological
cycle through changes in convection and circulation patterns. The stronger Hadley circulation
that we find is consistent with the changes in zonal mean specific humidity (Fig. 4.4, top
panels) and precipitation (Fig. 4.4, middle panels) in the NH equatorial region. We even find
an indirect response of the Ferrell cell associated to the changes in the Hadley cell circulation.
The negative aerosol radiative forcings in the NH induce changes in atmospheric circulation,
which gives rise to decreases in cloud cover, notably between 30° N and 60° N (Fig. 4.4
bottom left). This results in the reduction in the solar radiation that is reflected back to space
and an increase in outgoing thermal radiation.
4.3.2 Climate response in coupled simulations
Results of the aerosol-induced long-term climate response based on the coupled EC-Earth
simulations, have already been presented in chapter 3. Here, we discuss additional results
with respect to the fixed SST runs and previous studies. Fig. 4.5 shows the zonal mean
changes in TOA net solar radiation induced by the aerosol perturbations under all-sky
conditions, together with the contributions from the clear and cloudy parts of the sky. The
perturbations in SW radiative fluxes in the coupled runs are similar to those presented above
for fixed SST. The signs of the global mean change in the TOA net radiative flux are
consistent with the signs of the long-term global mean surface air temperature response (see
Table 4.3). For instance, sulphate aerosol causes a reduction in the global mean TOA net
radiative flux of -0.037 Wm-2, which results in a global cooling of -0.046 °C. However, in our
fixed SST simulations we find a small global annual mean warming (up to 0.015 °C) even for
sulphate (see Table 4.3) mainly as a result of the suppression of the ocean response to aerosol
induced changes in surface forcing and the subsequent atmospheric response.
The global mean equilibrium air temperature response is determined not just by the
magnitude of the forcing but also by climate feedbacks. Our results show that a reduction of
clouds at northern mid-latitudes dominates the global mean all-sky TOA net radiation. Water
vapour and lapse rate feedbacks, which are also involved in moist atmospheric processes
associated with clouds, are likely to be important as well. It is clear that the aerosol induced
negative forcing notably in the NH tropics decreases the specific humidity (Fig. 4.6) and
evaporation. Our results are consistent with the results of Ocko et al. (2014) who also found
aerosol induced decreases in specific humidity notably in the NH tropics. We also find a
slight warming of the free troposphere relative to the surface (Fig. 4.7). These vertical
variations of the temperature response are associated with a positive lapse-rate feedback,
since the warming of the free troposphere relative to the surface leads to enhanced longwave
radiative cooling (e.g. Lacagnina et al., 2014) in response to a globally net cooling forcing
perturbation. Even though the radiative perturbations are dominated by sulphate, our results
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show that the temperature in the free troposphere responds differently to perturbations in the
combined aerosols than to changes inSO4 only. These results suggest an enhancement in
climate response through non-linear interactions between scattering and absorbing aerosols
(see Kim et al., 2013).

Fig. 4.4. Changes in zonal annual mean specific humidity (top panels), total precipitation (middle left panel),
convective precipitation (middle right panel) and total cloud cover (bottom left panel) in response to aerosol
perturbations in 2050, for the HIGH compared to the LOW and LOW-SO4 respectively, in the atmosphere-only
simulations.
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Fig. 4.5. Changes in annual mean top net solar radiation (left panel) in response to aerosol perturbations in 2050,
for the HIGH compared to the LOW and LOW-SO4 respectively, in the coupled EC-Earth runs. Results for allsky fluxes are presented together with the corresponding contributions from the clear and cloudy parts of the
sky.

Like in the fixed SST runs, we also found changes in the Hadley cell circulation, especially
during the NH boreal summer (see Fig. 3.5 in chapter 3). The large aerosol concentrations in
the NH hemisphere lead to a response of atmospheric circulation and associated precipitation
patterns. As demonstrated in previous studies, the ITCZ shifts southward (Ming and
Ramaswamy, 2009; Ocko et al., 2014) but not in all studies (Yoshimori and Broccoli, 2008)
resulting in increases precipitation in the SH and decreases in the NH tropics. Here, we find
that the maximum increases in precipitation are smaller in the coupled simulations shown in
chapter 3 compared to the fixed SST runs and occur mostly around the equator. This reduces
cloud cover notably around latitude 30° N (Fig. 4.6), which is qualitatively similar to what
was reported in previous studies (Yoshimori and Broccoli, 2008; Ming and Ramaswamy,
2009; Ocko et al., 2014). Most of the changes in precipitation occur primarily in southeast
and south Asia (see chapter 3).
4.3.3 Climate forcing efficacies of aerosols
Table 4.3 shows the global efficacies (Es) for the combined aerosols and for SO4 and BC
only, using the Fs approach outlined above. Our computed efficacies for SO4 and the
combined aerosols especially, are greater than unity. The radiative forcing perturbation for
BC is not indicative of the climate response as the estimated global efficacy is much smaller
than unity. This implies that the combined aerosols and SO4 are more effective and BC less
efficient in causing climate change relative to CO2. Furthermore, our calculated efficacies are
higher (combined aerosols and SO4) and lower (BC) than the values obtained by Hansen et al.
(2005). Also, we find an Fs of about -0.007 Wm-2 for the combined aerosols, which is much
smaller than the estimate of -0.22 Wm-2 for Fa from chapter 2, obtained using a simple
calculation following the MAGICC6 approach. In that study, a present-day radiative forcing
field from Hansen et al. (2005) was used and a simple linear scaling was applied based on the
anthropogenic contributions to the optical depths of different aerosol components as
simulated by the TM5 model (see chapter 2). Apparently there are large model differences
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between EC-Earth and the GISS model used in Hansen et al. (2005). The larger sensitivity in
EC-Earth is likely due to differences in climate feedbacks between the models.

Fig. 4.6. Changes in zonal annual mean specific humidity (top panels) and total cloud cover (bottom left panel)
in response to aerosol perturbations in 2050, for the HIGH compared to the LOW and LOW-SO4, in the coupled
EC-Earth runs.

Fig. 4.7. Changes in global annual mean temperature in response to aerosol perturbations in 2050, for the HIGH
compared to the LOW, LOW-BC and LOW-SO4, in the coupled EC-Earth runs.
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4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
Climate efficacy expresses the effectiveness of a forcing agent in causing a surface air
temperature response on a global scale relative to CO2. Since different forcing agents produce
different spatial forcing patterns, they trigger different feedbacks in the climate system and
thus produce a different response in global mean temperature at the same global forcing
strength. As a result, especially for short-lived forcing agents, efficacies can differ
substantially from unity. In previous studies, the efficacies of different aerosol components
were computed based on a limited number of models where results show a significant spread.
Here, we evaluate the efficacies of different aerosol components using different RCP-like
scenarios in the climate model EC-Earth (Hazeleger et al., 2012). We performed both
prescribed SST and fully coupled atmosphere-ocean simulations with fixed boundary
conditions in order to characterize radiative forcings and the long-term climate response
associated with aerosol perturbations in 2050. By comparing the different fixed SST
simulations, we are able to estimate the net radiative forcing change at the TOA due to
perturbations in anthropogenic aerosols (in our case SO4, BC and organic aerosols)
combined, as well as the separate contributions of SO4 and BC. The associated equilibrium
climate responses are computed by comparing the different coupled EC-Earth runs. It is
important to note only the direct radiative effects of the aerosols are included in our model
simulations.
We find that the TOA radiative forcing induced by the aerosol perturbations is dominated by
sulphate, especially in the NH subtropics and mid-latitudes. The largest forcings are seen in
parts of India and China, where aerosol concentrations are projected to increase the most. The
computed global mean forced SST radiative forcings Fs due to changes in aerosol
concentrations is much smaller than the estimates for the corresponding adjusted forcing Fa
calculated in chapter 2, which were obtained by scaling of present-day adjusted forcing fields
from Hansen et al. (2005). This may be related to the fact that changes in aerosol trigger
much stronger cloud responses in EC-Earth than in the GISS model used in Hansen et al.
(2005).
In our simulations, we find that a forcing induced by a perturbation in the different
anthropogenic aerosol components together is much more effective in producing a global
mean temperature change than CO2, resulting in an efficacy of 286%. For BC and SO4 , on
the other hand, we find an efficacy smaller and greater than unity respectively, which is
consistent with previous studies (e.g. Hansen et al., 2005; Yoshimori and Broccoli, 2008).
The low efficacy computed for BC (41%) is likely related to a large negative cloud response
which depends on the vertical distribution of black carbon (Hansen et al., 2005; Yoshimori
and Broccoli, 2008). The slightly higher efficacy of sulphate (112%) is probably linked to the
interhemispheric differences in sulphate forcings, which give rise to different climate
responses compared to CO2 which is more uniformly distributed. As indicated by Hansen et
al. (2005), a high efficacy value for the combined aerosols is to be expected as the
combination of positive (BC) and negative (SO4) forcings can give rise to a small net forcing
(in this case -0.007 Wm-2) and the resulting efficacy can take on a large range of values. In
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addition, the calculated efficacies are higher (aerosols and SO4) and lower (BC) than the
those of Hansen et al. (2005) and Yoshimori and Broccoli (2008). One plausible explanation
for these differences is the variation in the strength of different feedbacks which influence the
climate responses to the forcing and therefore the efficacy. Moreover, the aerosol
perturbations applied in our simulations are different from those applied in other studies.
Although the spatial distribution of sulphate dominates the forcing perturbation and climate
response that we find in our RCP6.0-like scenarios, under the RCP2.6-like scenarios (e.g. see
chapter 2) with stronger climate policies, the vertical distribution of BC and associated
feedbacks might become more important as BC emissions could be much less affected by
climate policies compared to sulphate, which is being significantly reduced by climate
policies.
In our simulations, we find strong circulation changes in response to the applied aerosol
perturbations, especially in the tropics. These circulation changes are consistent with the
computed zonal mean changes in specific humidity and precipitation, especially in the NH.
The aerosol-induced changes in circulation lead to a decrease in cloud cover at northern midlatitudes, which provides a negative climate feedback.
This study illustrates that the response of the climate system to inhomogeneous aerosol
forcings is determined by the fact that these forcings are concentrated in the NH, where they
evoke different feedbacks that cause the global mean surface temperature response to be
much different from that induced by a more uniformly distributed CO2 forcing of the same
overall magnitude. This results in climate efficacies that are less (BC) or greater (SO 4 and
anthropogenic aerosols combined) than unity. Further study will be needed to better quantify
the strength of the different climate feedbacks induced by spatially heterogeneous aerosol
forcings.
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CHAPTER 5
Global impacts of surface ozone changes on crop yields and land use
Abstract
Exposure to surface ozone has detrimental impacts on vegetation and crop yields. In this
study, we estimate ozone impacts on crop production and subsequent impacts on land use in
the 2005-2050 period using results of the TM5 atmospheric chemistry and IMAGE integrated
assessment model. For the crops represented in IMAGE, we compute relative yield losses
based on published exposure-response functions. We examine scenarios with either constant
or declining emission factors in a weak climate policy future (radiative forcing target of 6.0
W/m2 at the end of the century), as well as co-benefits of stringent climate policy (targeted at
2.6 W/m2). Without a large decrease in air pollutant emissions, higher ozone concentrations
could lead to an increase in crop damage of up to 20% locally in 2050 compared to the
situation in which the changes in ozone are not accounted for. This may lead to a 2.5% global
increase in crop area, and a regional increase of 8.9% in Asia. Implementation of air pollution
policies could limit crop yield losses due to ozone to maximally 10% in 2050 in the most
affected regions. Similar effects can be obtained as a result of co-benefits from climate policy
(reducing ozone precursor emissions). We also evaluated the impact of the corresponding
land-use changes on the carbon cycle. Under the worst-case scenario analysed in this study,
future ozone increases are estimated to increase the cumulative net CO2 emissions between
2005 and 2050 by about 3.7 Pg C, which corresponds to about 10% of baseline land use
emissions over the same period.

This chapter has been published as: Chuwah, C.D., van Noije, T., van Vuuren, D.P., Stehfest, E., Hazeleger,
W., 2015. Global impacts of surface ozone changes on crop yields and land use, Atmospheric Environment
106, 11-23.
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5.1 Introduction
Anthropogenic emissions of ozone precursors have increased surface ozone concentrations in
many areas of the world (Royal Society, 2008). It has been demonstrated in field experiments
conducted mostly in Europe and North America that exposure to elevated ozone
concentrations has detrimental effects on plants (e.g., Heck et al., 1983; Fuhrer et al., 1997;
Pleijel et al., 2002; Karlsson et al., 2007; González-Fernández et al., 2008; De Bock et al.,
2011). This ozone impact on plants has different implications: Firstly, it affects the
productivity of crops and thus the global production of food. Secondly, it also negatively
impacts natural vegetation. This may reduce biodiversity and contribute to global warming by
reducing the CO2 uptake by plants (Sitch et al., 2007). Finally, ozone impacts on crops may
also necessitate the need for additional agricultural cropland to meet food demand thus
resulting in land use changes.
Future changes in surface ozone are expected to vary regionally depending on the evolution
of ozone precursors emissions. It is expected that the implementation of stringent air
pollution policies will lead to a reduction in episodic peak ozone concentrations in Europe
and North America (Ellingsen et al., 2008; Royal Society, 2008). At the same time, surface
ozone concentrations are projected to increase in regions with rapidly growing economies in
South and East Asia, at least in the near term. Young et al. (2013) presented multi-model
projections of surface ozone concentrations based on the representative concentration
pathways (RCPs). In chapter 2, we presented projections based on an extended set of RCPlike scenarios and showed that both air pollution and climate policy could significantly affect
ozone precursor emissions and consequently ozone concentrations in the coming decades.
There have been a number of studies on present-day ozone impacts on crop yields, such as
the global studies of Van Dingenen et al. (2009) and Avnery et al. (2011a) and the regional
study for the United States by Yue and Unger (2014). In addition, scenario studies have
investigated the possible impacts of future ozone levels on crop yields, such as the global
studies by Avnery et al. (2011b; 2013) and the regional study for Asia by Wang and
Mauzerall (2004), both based on the IPCC SRES scenarios (Nakićenović et al., 2000), the
global study by Van Dingenen et al. (2009) based on emission scenarios from the
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), and the global study of Tai et
al. (2014) based on the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). Other studies have
looked at the impacts of future changes in land use on ozone precursor emissions and ozone
concentrations (Lathière et al., 2006; Ganzeveld et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2012). However, no
attention has been given to the impacts of changes in surface ozone on land use via crop yield
losses. In this study, we use a wider set of scenarios with respect to air pollution (see chapter
2) developed using the Integrated Model to Assess the Global Environment (IMAGE,
Bouwman et al., 2006) to assess the possible impacts of ozone concentration changes on
future crop yields and consequently land use under different climate and air pollution policy
regimes.
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To do so, we make use of established exposure-response functions (ERFs) based on field
experiments. The relative yield loss (RYL) factors for different crop types have been
calculated from hourly ozone fields simulated with the atmospheric chemistry and transport
model TM5 (Huijnen et al., 2010; van Noije et al., 2014). The resulting crop production
losses and the subsequent impact on land use were calculated by feeding back the results to
the IMAGE model. This modelling setup allows us to assess the potential of different
scenarios in reducing crop losses and subsequent impacts on land use for the first half of the
century.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 5.2 describes the methodology. In Section 5.3 we
present results on the simulated ozone indicators. Results on ozone impacts on crop
production and land use, and the associated net CO2 emissions for the different scenarios are
presented in Section 5.4. A discussion and conclusions of our results are given in Section 5.5.
5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 Models and emission scenarios
The ozone concentrations used in this study were calculated in chapter 2 using TM5, driven
by present-day meteorological fields. This is justified by the fact that in most regions the
impacts of climate change on ground-level ozone concentrations are expected to be much
smaller than the impacts of future changes in ozone precursor emissions (see e.g. Fiore et al.,
2012).
The three emission and land-use scenarios considered in this study have been developed
using the IMAGE model, as described in chapter 2. We consider two scenarios that are
similar to the RCP6.0 and RCP2.6, which lead to a radiative forcing of 6.0 and 2.6 W m -2 in
2100 respectively (Van Vuuren et al., 2011). The scenarios, called IM6.0 and IM2.6, differ in
terms of energy use and land use as a consequence of the assumed climate policy. The IM6.0
is a scenario with very mild climate policy, while the IM2.6 scenario resembles the most
ambitious climate policy scenarios in the literature. To assess the importance of air pollution
policy we designed variants of these two climate scenarios with different trends in emission
factors for ozone precursor gases and other short-lived air pollutants (see chapter 2). The low
air pollution scenarios assume that emission factors will decline following the
implementation of currently formulated air pollution legislation up to 2030, followed by a
further decline assuming that increasing levels of welfare lead to a higher valuation of air
quality (similar to the Kuznets hypothesis). This is similar to the original RCPs, used in
climate research (see Van Vuuren et al., 2011). In the high-pollution variants of these
scenarios, current and planned legislation is assumed to be implemented until 2010, after
which emission factors are taken to be constant. In this study, the following three scenarios
are considered:
1) IM6.0-high (RCP6.0 type scenario, i.e. weak climate policy with high air pollutant
emissions)
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2) IM6.0-low (RCP6.0 type scenario, i.e. weak climate policy with low air pollutant
emissions)
3) IM2.6-low (RCP2.6 type scenario, i.e. stringent climate policy with low air pollutant
emissions).
TM5 is a global atmospheric chemistry and transport model which was configured to run on a
horizontal resolution of 3 x 2 degrees (longitude x latitude) with 34 vertical levels. Hourly
ozone concentrations were calculated for the present day (2005) and for two future time slices
(2020 and 2050). All TM5 simulations were driven by meteorological data from the ERAInterim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) for the year 2005, and thus do not account for possible impacts of future
climate change on ozone concentrations.
The scenarios used in this study are derived from the OECD reference scenario (OECD,
2012). This scenario is based on medium assumptions for main drivers such as population,
income growth, technology development and related trends in energy and land use. The
hypothetical assumption of constant emission factor in the first scenario forms an upper
bound of possible emission trajectories, and provides a reference level to assess the potential
impacts of air pollution policy. The emissions of long-lived greenhouse gases (LLGHGs) in
the first two scenarios are the same but air pollutant emissions are significantly different as a
result of the varying assumptions on emission factors. Therefore, the difference between the
first and second scenario highlights the potential impact of air pollution control. The
difference between the second and third scenario, in turn, shows the potential co-benefits
from climate policy on air pollutant emissions. Finally, the scenarios together enable us to
assess the range of potential ozone damage on crop yield and the implications for future land
use. A harmonization procedure is applied to ensure that the projections start from the
ACCMIP emission inventories for present day (Lamarque et al., 2010). The methane
concentrations are computed following the MAGICC6 parameterization (see chapter 2 and
references therein).
The terrestrial biosphere is modelled with the Terrestrial Environment System in IMAGE 2.4
(Bouwman et al., 2006), which consists of a number of sub-models wherein computations are
performed on a 0.5 x 0.5 degrees (longitude x latitude) grid. The changes in natural
vegetation patterns and the carbon cycle are based on an implementation of the BIOME
model in IMAGE (Leemans and van den Born, 1994). In IMAGE the productivity of seven
different food crops (rice, maize, tropical cereals, temperate cereals, pulses, oil crop, and root
and tuber), grass and four energy crop types are calculated based on the version of FAO’s
GAEZ (Global AgroEcological Zones) model implemented in IMAGE (Alcamo et al., 1994).
The GAEZ-IMAGE approach evaluates land suitability for agricultural production and
estimates the potential crop yield. Within this approach, climatic variables such as
temperature and precipitation are used to estimate the start and length of the growing season.
For instance, growth only takes place at temperatures above 5°C if soil moisture is not
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limiting. The characterization of soil moisture for the growing period is more complex and is
based on the approach of FAO (1978). The GAEZ approach does not account for ozone
impacts, which can therefore be introduced independently as discussed below.
Land-use and land-cover changes in IMAGE are estimated by first calculating the required
agricultural production and allocating it to a 0.5 x 0.5 grid. The demand for agricultural land
is calculated for each region based on changes in the demand for food, feed and changes in
yield as a result of human management (a so called management factor representing the
relation between actual and potential yield due to management effects like fertiliser
application) or natural factors (soil quality and climate change). Subsequently, at grid cell
level the allocation rules are based on the suitability of the land, the distance to existing
agricultural and urban areas, rivers and a random factor (see Alcamo et al., 1998). If the
current agricultural land is insufficient, then increases in the demand for agriculture land (as a
result of increased food demand, but also, for instance, due to significant decline in crop
yield) will lead to land conversion of natural land to agricultural use. At the regional level,
the IMAGE model is used in conjunction with the agro-economic LEITAP model to estimate
changes in demand for agricultural products, trade and investment in agricultural productivity
(Bouwman et al 2006). In LEITAP, the regional crop production is estimated based on
population growth, economic development, dietary preferences, agricultural trade regimes
and technological change. The supply of agricultural land depends on the availability of
suitable land for agriculture from IMAGE (based on the GAEZ sub model, see above),
institutional factors (e.g. policies on protected areas) and land prices. The output from
LEITAP is used in IMAGE to compute changes in actual crop yields due to improved
management, the demand for land and the environmental consequences of crop production. It
should be noted that in this study, the interaction with LEITAP was used to calculate the
initial regional production and land allocation, but was not used for the scenarios accounting
for ozone-concentration based yield losses. The agricultural part of IMAGE is calibrated
historically to FAO data (see also below, section 2.3). For the scenario period, IMAGE and
LEITAP have been evaluated against FAO projections (Bruinsma 2003), and show similar
overall trends in a reference scenario (Stehfest et al. 2013). This means that, for
simplification, the assumption was made that agricultural trade patterns remained unchanged.
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IMAGE crop types

Crop types used for
ERFs

Ozone
indicator

ERFs used for RYL calculation

References

Rice

Rice

AOT40

0.00415*AOT40

Mills et al. (2007)

M7

Exp[-(M7/137)2.34]/exp[-(25/137)2.34]

Wang and Mauzerall (2004)

AOT40

0.00356*AOT40

Mills et al. (2007)

M12

Exp[-(M12/124)2.83]/exp[-(20/124)2.83]

Wang and Mauzerall (2004)

Maize

Maize

Temperate cereals

Barley

AOT40

0.00061*AOT40

Mills et al. (2007)

Tropical cereals

Barley/wheat

AOT40

0.00061*AOT40

Mills et al. (2007)

Pulses

Pulses

AOT40

0.0172*AOT40

Mills et al. (2007)

Oil crop

Soybean

AOT40

0.0113*AOT40

Mills et al. (2007)

Grass

Ryegrass/clover
mixture

AOT40

0.00003*AOT40

González-Fernández et al. (2008)

Root and Tuber

Potato

AOT40

0.0058*AOT40

Mills et al. (2007)

Sugar cane

Cotton

AOT40

0.0150*AOT40

Mills et al. (2007); Grantz et al.
(2008)

Woody bio-fuel crops

Broadleaves and
conifers

AOT40f

0.00162*AOT40f

Karlsson et al. ( 2007)

Non-woody bio-fuel crops

Maize

AOT40

0.00356*AOT40

Van Dingenen et al. (2009)

Table 5.1. Overview of crop types in IMAGE, the different ozone indicators used to estimate ozone impacts and the exposure-response functions (ERFs) used to evaluate the
relative yield loss (RYL). The mean of the RYL based on AOT40 and M7or M12 has been taken in the cases of rice and maize. Note that maize is both a food and energy
crop in IMAGE.
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The sources and sinks of carbon resulting from natural and anthropogenic perturbations are
computed in the Terrestrial Carbon Cycle sub-model of IMAGE. The dynamics of the
sources and sinks of carbon are driven by factors such as changes in land cover, physical
climate parameters and atmospheric CO2 concentrations (see Klein Goldewijk et al., 1994).
Initially, the Terrestrial Carbon Cycle model is assumed to be in equilibrium with the
atmosphere. This implies that there is no net release of carbon into the atmosphere.
Perturbation of this equilibrium state (for instance through increases in agricultural demand
that lead to an expansion of agricultural land at the expense of natural vegetation) will result
in an increase in the net atmospheric CO2 concentrations. On the other hand, reforestation or
the growth of natural vegetation following abandonment of crop land gradually reduces the
net atmospheric carbon stock as the converted land (re-growth of natural vegetation) now acts
as a sink for carbon till a new biomass equilibrium is reached (Stehfest et al., 2009). Global
totals for some key ozone precursors are presented in Fig. S5.1.
5.2.2 Calculation of ozone indicators and relative yield loss factors
To calculate crop yield losses due to exposure to ozone, we made use of ERFs for different
crop types derived from large field experiments such as the National Crop Loss Assessment
Network (NCLAN) in the United States and the European Open-Top Chamber Programme
(see Table 5.1). In this study, the ozone indicators AOT40 (Mills et al., 2007), AOT40f
(Karlsson et al., 2007), M7 and M12 (Wang and Mauzerall, 2004) were used (see Table 5.2).
AOT40 (ppmv∙h) is defined as the cumulative hourly ozone volume mixing ratio above a
threshold of 40 ppbv during 12-hour daylight (8:00 – 19:59) over the course of the growing
season (normalized to 3 months). The definition of AOT40f (ppmv∙h), used in the case of
forests, is similar to AOT40 except that it is normalized to 6 months. M7 and M12 (ppbv) are
defined as the 7-hour (09:00–15:59) and 12-hour (08:00–19:59) daytime mean ozone mixing
ratio, respectively, during the growing season.
Many of the ERFs based on AOT40 are taken from the synthesis paper by Mills et al. (2007).
Following van Dingenen et al. (2009), we have scaled the AOT40 and AOT40f based ERFs
for the different crop types such that they equal unity at AOT40(f)=0 (see Table 5.1). The
indices M7 and M12 are both considered in this study and other studies simply because the
ERFs for rice are expressed as a function of M7 and those for maize as a function of M12.
For rice and maize we follow the approach of van Dingenen et al. (2009) and take the average
between the ERFs based on M7 and M12, respectively, and that based on AOT40.
For other crop types that are modelled in IMAGE but not covered by Mills et al. (2007), we
applied the ERFs from published literature. In the case of grass, though a lot of studies have
looked at the effect of ozone on grass (Fuhrer, 2009; González-Fernández et al., 2008),
developing ERFs can be very complex because of varying responses of different species
(Fuhrer, 2009). In this study, the ERF of rye grass/clover mixtures from González-Fernández
et al. (2008) is used, which show relatively small sensitivity to ozone. For woody bio-fuel
plants, we use the ERF for conifer and broadleaves from Karlsson et al. (2007).
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For some of the crop types modelled in IMAGE, no suitable ERFs were found in the
literature. For these crop types, we applied the ERFs of crops from Mills et al. (2007) with
broadly similar plant functional type classification. For instance, in the case of temperate
cereals (where no suitable ERFs were found), we applied the ERF of barley (Mills et al.,
2007). With regard to tropical cereals, which show moderate sensitivity to ozone, we used the
average of the ERFs of wheat and barley. For root and tuber, we use the ERF of potato. For
the non-woody bio-fuel crops, we use the ERF of maize, which is one of the crops used in
producing bio-fuel. With respect to sugar cane, no suitable ERF was found. However, Grantz
and Vu (2009) reported that sugar cane exhibits the same sensitivity to ozone as cotton at
moderate levels of exposure and as tomato at high levels of exposure. Therefore, we used the
ERF of cotton for sugar cane.
The same ERFs derived from field experiments in Europe and North America are applied
globally as very little information was available on ERFs in the tropics.
Definition
n

AOT 40( ppmh)   ([O3 ]i  40), [O3 ]  40 ppbv

References
Mills et al., 2007

i 1

08:00-19:59
n

AOT 40 f ( ppmh)   ([O3 ]i  40), [O3 ]  40 ppbv

Karlsson et al., 2007

i 1

08:00-19:59
M 12( ppbv) 

1 n
[O3 ]i
n i 1

Wang and Mauzerall, 2004

08:00-19:59
Wang and Mauzerall, 2004
M 7( ppbv) 

n

1
[O3 ]i
n i 1

09:00-15:59
Table 5.2. Definition of the different ozone indicators used in the computation of crop relative yield. Here [O3]
represents hourly ozone concentration, i is the hour index, and n depicts the number of hours in the growing
season.

However, a comparison of crop sensitivities from a small scale study in Asia and North
America revealed that Asian crops are more sensitive than North American crops (Aunan et
al., 2000; Emberson et al., 2009). Thus our estimates of ozone effects on Asian crops are
likely conservative.
The ozone indicators are calculated using the local growing season as determined in IMAGE.
Thus, we estimated the ozone indicators by averaging (M7 and M12) or summing (AOT40
and AOT40f) hourly ozone fields between the start and end of the growing season. Following
their definitions, AOT40 and AOT40f were then normalized to 3 months (van Dingenen et
al., 2009) and 6 months (Karenlampi and Skärby 1996), respectively. The resulting ozone
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indicators were used to calculate the RYL factors for the various crops used in IMAGE (see
Table 5.1). It is important to note that the growing season used in the calculation of the ozone
indicators in this study is fixed to 2005 conditions, which implies that only the impacts of
changes in ozone precursor emissions on the ozone indicators and the resulting RYL factors
are explored. The RYL factors are calculated based on simulated ozone mixing ratios for the
years 2005, 2020 and 2050. For the intermediate years, the RYL factors are obtained by
linear interpolation in time.
5.2.3 Calculation of crop production loss
In IMAGE, the simulated crop productions and crop areas are calibrated to FAO crop
production and resource data from 1970 to present-day to ensure that they are consistent with
aggregated agricultural statistics at national and global levels by adjusting the so-called
management factor representing the human influence on crop yields (details on this can be
found in Bouwman et al., 2006). In fact, in this way IMAGE implicitly accounts for ozone
impacts for the present-day as these are implicitly included in the FAO production statistics.
To correct for this effect, we apply the following formula to calculate the ozone impact on the
crop production per grid cell in IMAGE:

CPi ( year ) 

1  RYLi ( year )
 CPi o ( year ).
1  RYLi (2005)

(5.1)

Here CPi is the potential crop yield of crop type i in a particular year that explicitly accounts
for ozone impacts, and CPi o is the corresponding yield derived from the original IMAGE
model, i.e. without explicit ozone impacts. In the paper, we only use this equation to estimate
the relative future losses compared today. Crop production loss ( CPLi ) per grid cell for the
different food crops represented in IMAGE are equal to:

CPLi ( year ) 

RYLi ( year )
 CPi ( year ).
1  RYLi ( year )

(5.2)

5.2.4 Simulations for estimating the impacts on land use and the carbon cycle
At regional and global scales our IMAGE simulations meet the same required crop
production irrespective of whether or not the impacts of changes in surface ozone are
accounted for. This means that the crop yield loss or gain due to ozone changes is
compensated through expansion or abandonment of agricultural land. To estimate this
indirect effect of ozone on future land use and the carbon cycle, we have performed five
simulations using our three IMAGE scenarios: two control runs with IM2.6-low and IM6.0low, indicated by IM6.0-orig and IM2.6-orig, in which the impacts of future ozone changes
on crops are not explicitly included, and the three runs for IM6.0-high, IM6.0-low and IM2.6low wherein these impact are explicitly accounted for (Table 5.3). By comparing simulations
with and without impacts of future ozone changes on crops for the same climate forcing
scenario, we can separate the ozone impacts on crops from other drivers, such as climate
change. Since the regional and global crop production is determined by the food demand, in
calculating the crop production loss due to ozone effects using the equation given above, we
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assume that the crop production is the same as in IM6.0-orig and IM2.6-orig, respectively,
thereby neglecting small differences in crop production at the local scale.
Simulations

Changing ozone damage
on crops

IM6.0-orig
No
IM2.6-orig
No
IM6.0-high
Yes
IM6.0-low
Yes
IM2.6-low
Yes
Table 5.3. Overview of the IMAGE simulations performed for this study.

5.3 Results on ozone indicators
5.3.1 Evaluation of ozone indicators for present day
Simulated surface and tropospheric ozone concentrations from TM5 have been extensively
evaluated against observations (Huijnen et al., 2010; van Noije et al., 2014). Here, we
evaluate the model with respect to its ability in capturing the ozone indicators introduced in
the previous section as well as the corresponding monthly values for the year 2005. To this
end, we have selected rural background stations providing hourly surface ozone
measurements. We considered stations from the European Monitoring and Evaluation
Programme (EMEP), the European air quality database (AIRBASE), the Clean Air Status and
Trends Network (CASTNET) and the World Data Centre for Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG).
We selected only stations which provided data at least 90% of the time during the growing
season, as determined from the IMAGE model for the selected year. In Europe and the
United States (US) there is sufficient data coverage to enable a regional comparison between
the modelled and observations based ozone indicator. The locations of the remaining stations
used in our evaluation and the demarcation of the regions used in our regional analysis are
shown in Fig. 5.1. The simulated ozone data are linearly interpolated to the station locations.
Additionally, we account for station heights by interpolating to the station pressure based on
a standard atmosphere. Regional means are calculated by taking the mean over all stations
within a given region.
The monthly 12-hour averaged ozone mixing ratio (M12) from the model and the selected
background stations for different regions are presented in Fig. 5.2. A similar comparison for
AOT40 is shown in the supplementary material (Fig. S5.2). The error bars show one standard
deviation of the values obtained for the individual stations. In addition, ratios between the
regionally averaged measured and simulated ozone indicators averaged (M7 and M12) or
summed (AOT40 and AOT40f) over the full growing season are listed in Table 5.4. This
comparison shows that the amplitude of the monthly M12 metric is generally well captured
by TM5. In general, the model shows a positive offset in the summer in all considered
regions in Europe and the US. The biases in Europe can be as high as about 15 ppbv in the
summer months. The largest biases are found in the US. In summer they reach 25 ppbv in the
northeastern US, which is highly significant compared to the variability among the stations
included for this region. For Japan, TM5 systematically over-predicts the 12-hour daytime
mean surface ozone by up to 30 ppbv at the two selected stations in the spring and summer
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months. Averaged over the whole growing season the model reproduces M12 to within 13%
in Europe and 21% in the US.
AOT40 and AOT40f are more sensitive to model biases because of the 40 ppbv threshold.
While TM5 captures the observed AOT40 reasonably well in Europe, the results in the US
are less robust as our modelled AOT40 is approximately twice as high as the observed values
(Table 5.4). The reasons for the observed mismatches especially in the US can have various
causes related to representation of chemical and physical processes in the model. Biases in
the applied emissions of ozone precursors and the relatively coarse horizontal resolution of
the model (Wild et al., 2006) likely also contribute substantially to the observed
discrepancies.

Fig. 5.1. Spatial distribution of the selected ozone measurement stations providing hourly ozone concentrations
for northwestern Europe (9°W-12°E × 44°N-68°N), northeastern Europe (12°E-30°E × 44°N-68°N), Southern
Europe (9°W-30°E × 34°N-44°N), the northeastern US (63°W-102°W × 38°N-48°N), the southeastern US
(63°W-102°W × 22°N-38°N) and the western US (102°W-126°W × 28°N-50°N).
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Fig. 5.2. Regional monthly 12-hour averaged ozone concentrations (M12) from the selected background
measurement stations compared to TM5. The error bars on the measurements and simulation show one standard
deviation of the monthly means for the different station locations in a given region.

The observed biases between measured and observed ozone especially for AOT40 is of great
importance as calculated RYL might be significantly overestimated in the US. To reduce this
error, we applied a correction to the model results for the different ozone indicators. This is
achieved by scaling the simulated ozone indicators, obtained per grid cell for the whole
growing season. The scale factor is obtained on a regional level as the ratio of the regional
mean observed to modelled value for the corresponding ozone indicator. We are not able to
perform a similar bias correction in Asia, Africa and South America because of the lack of
representative networks of measurement stations of hourly surface ozone data for 2005. This
implies that the estimated RYL calculated in these regions are sensitive to model biases.
However, when considering the impacts of future changes in ozone concentrations, biases in
present-day and future ozone concentrations partially cancel each other.
5.3.2 Future projections of ozone indicators
Fig. 5.3 shows the simulated M12 and AOT40 fields and changes in 2050 relative to 2005
under the IM2.6-low, IM6.0-low and IM6.0-high scenarios. The data shown for Europe and
the US are the model results after the application of the bias correction. Results for presentday seasonal mean ozone concentrations (M12) are typically around 40-60 ppbv in the
northern hemisphere industrialized regions, with values reaching around 60 ppbv in parts of
India and China. In most of the northern hemisphere mid-latitudes and central Africa, we find
AOT40 values higher than the 3 ppmv·h limit necessary to curtail ozone impact on crops (see
Karenlampi and Skärby 1996). Under the IM6.0-high scenario, we find a strong increase in
surface ozone concentrations exceeding 20 ppbv for M12 and 15 ppmv·h for AOT40. The
increase is principally strong in the Indian subcontinent. However, we also see decreases in
surface ozone concentrations mostly in the Congo and Amazon basins.
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Comparison of simulated ozone concentrations under the different scenarios shows that
future changes in surface ozone strongly depend on the assumed level of air pollution control
and climate policy. For instance, the implementation of all current and planned legislation
and additional air pollution abatement measures (IM6.0-low) decreases both M12 and
AOT40, as seen most noticeably in the eastern United States, part of the Mediterranean,
northwestern Europe and central Eurasia. If more stringent climate and air pollution measures
are put in place (IM2.6-low), both indicators will be reduced over the entire globe – with
reductions up to about 15 ppbv and15 ppmv·h, respectively, simulated in northern midlatitudes.
5.4 Ozone impact on crops, land use and the carbon cycle
5.4.1 Ozone impacts for the present day
Fig. 5.4 shows the results for the ozone induced relative yield loss for maize and rice, two
important crop types in IMAGE. These two crops have already been assessed on a global
scale by Van Dingenen et al. (2009) and Avnery et al. (2011a). This enables a comparison of
our results to their findings. Based on present-day (2005) ozone levels, a RYL of up to about
10% is estimated for both crops especially in parts of the Middle East, India and China where
high ozone concentrations are simulated during the growing season. Comparison of our RYL
estimates for maize and rice with the results of Van Dingenen et al. (2009) for the presentday reveals similar global patterns with RYL factors also reaching values around 10%
locally. In Europe and the US where our results are less affected by model biases, we
estimate RYL factors of maximally about 4% for maize in both regions and for rice in the US
which is lower than the maximum values of about 10% computed by Van Dingenen et al.
(2009) and 6% found for maize by Avnery et al. (2011a). Part of this discrepancy is due to
the fact that we have corrected for biases in the simulated ozone concentrations. Without this
bias correction, we find maximal RYL of about 8% in parts of Europe and the US (Fig. S5.3).
Differences are also caused by the fact that we used the growing season from IMAGE in our
computation of the ozone indicators, while the crop calendar from the US Department of
Agriculture was used in the studies by Van Dingenen et al. (2009) and Avnery et al. (2011a).
Regions
Northwestern Europe
Northeastern Europe
Southern Europe
Northeastern US
Southeastern US
Western US

M7
0.89
0.85
0.91
0.85
0.88
0.87

M12
0.87
0.88
0.90
0.79
0.84
0.83

AOT40
0.89
0.77
0.93
0.54
0.60
0.51

Table 5.4. Ratio of regional averages of the measured to simulated ozone indicators between the start and end of
the growing period.

The estimated crop production loss varies regionally and between crop types as they portray
different sensitivities to ozone (Fig. 5.5). The corresponding crop production from which
CPL is computed is presented in the supplementary material (Fig. S5.4). For 2005, we
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estimate losses of up to 5 metric tons/km2 for maize and rice in Asia which is akin to the
present-day estimate of Van Dingenen et al. (2009). Similarly, we find small CPLs in the US
for rice. However, for maize our computed CPL (0.5 metric tons/km2) in the northeastern US
is smaller than the 5 metric tons/km2 estimated by Van Dingenen et al. (2009). Without the
bias correction, estimated CPL for maize reaches 1 metric tons/km2 in this region (Fig. S5.5).
While these differences stem partly from the applied bias correction, they are also associated
with the fact that the estimated maize production in Van Dingenen et al. (2009) for this
region is higher than that simulated in IMAGE. Though there are spatial and temporal
differences, the present-day ozone impact on maize production averaged over the US
decreases by 48% when the bias correction was applied and by 27% in Europe. For rice, we
find a decrease of about 40% in the US and 16% in Europe after the application of bias
correction.
5.4.2 Future impacts of ozone on crops
The effect of future ozone-induced crop losses can also be seen in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5. Under the
scenario with little air pollution control (IM6.0-high), we find for both crops high RYLs
exceeding 20% in 2050 in most parts of the Middle East, India and China. Avnery et al.
(2011b) using the A2 scenario also estimated RYL for maize of up to 20% in these regions in
2030 for M12. The implementation of stringent air pollution policy results in a decrease in
projected RYL for maize and rice compared to 2005 values especially in the US, southern
Europe, the Middle East, India and China. Despite the stringent air pollution policy in place,
we still find RYL exceeding 15% mainly in some parts of India and China in 2050.
If air pollution policies are not tightened (IM6.0-high) in 2050, CPL might get up to 10
metric tons/km2 especially in Asia. At the same time, crop production losses up to 2 metric
tons/km2 for maize are also noted in the US (up to 5 metric tons/km2 without bias correction),
Southern Europe and central Africa. In contrast, the implementation of air pollution
mitigation measures leads to lower CPL under IM6.0-low compared to IM6.0-high, most
noticeably in parts of the US and Southern Europe. Irrespective of the stringent policy in
place, CPL in some parts of India and China still gets up to 10 metric tons/km2
5.4.3 Impact on land use
Fig. 5.6 shows global and regional (see Bouwman et al. 2006 for regional definition) ozone
impacts on land use through crop yield losses and the resulting expansion in agricultural areas
under the three scenarios evaluated in this study and also two simulations without changes in
ozone effects (IM2.6-orig and IM6.0-orig). In the latter simulations ozone impacts are only
included implicitly based on FAO crop production data for the present day. The difference
between the solid and dashed lines gives the impacts of future ozone changes on land use via
crop yield loss. If air pollution measures are not enforced as assumed in IM6.0-high, crop
yield losses due to ozone changes will lead to an increase in global crop area of
approximately 1.3 million km2 (2.5%) in 2050. Regionally, we find the highest increases of
up to 8.9% in Asia, 2.7% in Western Europe and 1.1% in North America. Without bias
correction, we estimate higher increases in regional crop area in North America (1.6%) and
Western Europe (3.2%). Implementation of current and planned air pollution legislation till
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2030 and additional abatement measures thereafter (IM6.0-low), leads to small impacts of
crop yield losses on crop area globally and in most regions except in Asia, where increases in
crop area of up to 3.6% are estimated in 2050. This implies that additional measures to
control the emissions of ozone precursors would be needed in order to further curb the impact
of surface ozone on crop yield and land use.
5.4.4 Impacts of climate policy on crop yields and land use
The effect of climate policy on ozone-induced crop losses can be evaluated by comparing the
IM6.0-low and IM2.6-low scenarios (Fig. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6). Interestingly, these Figures show
that climate policy can has significant co-benefits by reducing the ozone impacts on crop
yields. For instance, in India and China, which are the most affected regions, we find RYL
reaching 10% for maize and 8% for rice under IM2.6-low compared to 15% or more for
maize and rice under IM6.0-low. The co-benefits of climate policy can also be seen in the
lower CPL especially in the US and Southern Europe. Even without bias correction, the CPL
is still relatively low in these regions. Also in Asia, CPL decreases from a maximum of about
10 metric tons/km2 to approximately 5 metric tons/km2 following the implementation of
climate policy.
It should be noted that while the climate mitigation scenario (IM2.6-low) requires less land in
response to ozone damage, it needs more land use for bio-energy production that forms part
of the mitigation portfolio. Overall, this leads to an increase of agricultural area of 4.8%
globally. Regionally, significant increases in crop area are found most notably in Eurasia
(14.2%), North America (9.3%), Asia (5.5%) and Western Europe (3.9%). In IMAGE, bioenergy crops are cultivated mostly on abandoned agricultural land and grassland mainly in
OECD countries and the former Soviet Union in the first half of the century (see van Vuuren
et al., 2007). The indirect impact of ozone on land use (depicted by the difference between
(IM2.6-low and IM2.6-org) is small because stringent climate and air pollution policies
measures assumed under these scenarios lead to a reduction of the emission of ozone
precursors and hence limit the severity of ozone damage on crops.
5.4.5 Impact on the carbon cycle
Table 5.5 gives the cumulative net CO2 emissions to the atmosphere from land use between
2005 and 2050. We estimate negative cumulative CO2 emissions for all our scenarios in
North America and Western Europe as re-growth of vegetation on abandoned agricultural
land leads to significant uptake of carbon. The indirect impact of ozone changes on CO2
emissions through changes in land use is rather small in most parts of the globe. On a global
scale, we find the highest increase in the cumulative CO2 emissions due to impacts of ozone
changes on crops under the IM6.0-high scenario, where we estimate an increase of about 3.7
Pg C (10.4%) compared to the case without ozone changes. Compared to the anthropogenic
CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production (9.5±0.8 Pg C in 2011;
Ciais et al. 2013) these are relatively small numbers. However, in Asia a significant increase
of the cumulative CO2 emissions from land use can be noticed due the impacts of ozone
increases under both the IM6.0-low (26.2%) and IM6.0-high (52.4%) scenarios. The impact
of ozone changes on CO2 emissions is relative small in Eurasia, South America, Africa, the
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Middle East and Oceania. Hence, the 10% increase under IM6.0-high is dominated by the
increased land-use emissions in Asia.

Fig. 5.3. Simulated global distributions of M12 and AOT40 for the year 2005 and the changes in 2050 relative
to 2005 under the different scenarios (IM2.6-low, IM6.0-high and IM6.0-low) after mean bias correction in
Europe and North America.
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Fig. 5.4. Estimated relative yield loss for maize and rice for the present day (2005) and three scenarios for 2050.
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Fig. 5.5. Crop production loss (CPL) for 2005 and 2050, under IM2.6-low, IM6.0-low and IM6.0-high for maize
and rice.
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Fig. 5.6. Global and regional crop area under IM2.6-low, IM6.0-low and IM6.0-high. The dash lines show
simulations in IMAGE without ozone changes (IM2.6-orig and IM6.0-orig), while the solid lines correspond to
simulations that account for impacts of ozone changes.
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Regions

IM2.6-orig IM2.6-low

IM6.0-orig

IM6.0-low

IM6.0-high

North America

-0.57

-0.43

-1.19

-1.02

-0.91

Western

-1.13

-1.11

-1.13

-1.11

-1.07

Eurasia

3.37

3.43

3.75

3.70

3.68

Asia

4.25

4.55

3.93

4.96

5.99

South America

9.68

9.67

8.96

8.98

9.47

Africa and
Middle East

21.3

21.4

20.5

20.2

21.2

Oceania

0.89

0.85

0.76

0.85

0.95

World

37.8

38.4

35.6

36.6

39.3

Europe

Table 5.5. Regional and global cumulative net CO2 emission (Pg C) to the atmosphere from
land use between 2005 and 2050.
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5.5 Discussion and conclusions
Using the IMAGE integrated assessment model and the global chemistry and transport model
TM5, we estimated the impacts of plant exposure to ozone on crop production for the present
day (2005) and for three RCP-like scenarios for the first half of the century. Moreover, we
have evaluated the subsequent impacts of the corresponding future ozone changes on land use
and the carbon cycle. By comparing the different scenarios we have been able to assess
possible future impacts of air pollution control and climate change mitigation policy. Some
important conclusions can be drawn.
For many crop types the relative yield loss (RYL) and crop production loss (CPL) caused by
present-day ozone levels is found to be substantial. According to our calculations the relative
yield losses for maize and rice may be reaching 10% in parts of the Middle East, India and
China. These percentages are in line with the results found by Van Dingenen et al. (2009),
but may be affected by biases in ozone concentrations in TM5. In Europe and the US, where
our estimates are less affected by model biases because of the applied mean bias correction in
these regions, we find RYL factors of maximally about 4% for both maize and rice which is
below the estimates of Van Dingenen et al (2009) and Avnery et al (2011a).
The associated crop production losses for both maize and rice reaches 5 metric tons/km 2 in
Asia, which is similar to the present-day estimate of Van Dingenen et al. (2009). Similarly,
we estimate small CPLs in the US and Europe for rice. In the case of maize, our computed
CPL (0.5 metric tons/km2) in the northeastern US is lower than the 5 metric tons/km2
calculated by Van Dingenen et al. (2009). The differences in the estimated CPL are mainly
related to the bias correction applied in this study, and the high maize production assumed in
Van Dingenen et al. (2009) for this region compared to that simulated in IMAGE.
Without air pollution and climate policies, increasing ozone precursors emissions could lead
to higher crop yield losses. Both air pollution and climate policies could reduce these losses
by reducing surface ozone concentrations. If control on air pollution policies is not
strengthened, crop yield losses could be considerably higher especially in Asia, where we
find up to 20% losses in 2050 compared to a reference situation without ozone changes. Our
results also show that significant yield loss can be avoided by reducing emissions of ozone
precursors. This can be achieved through air pollution control measures, as co-benefit of
climate mitigation policies or by a combination of both.
Reducing ozone damage leads to increased crop productivity, and, possibilities for reducing
cultivated area. This, in turn, could lead to a reduction of emissions associated with land-use
change. In the worst-case scenario analysed in this study, future ozone increases will increase
the global crop area by 2.5% and the cumulative net CO2 emissions from land use between
2005 and 2050 by about 3.7Pg C or 10.4% compared to the case without changes in ozone.
The ozone induced changes in land use are more substantial in regions where severe ozone
crop damage is estimated. This is especially the case in Asia, where we find a 8.9%
expansion of the crop area in 2050 and a 52.4% increase in the cumulative net CO 2 emissions
between 2005 and 2050. It should be noted that the implementation of climate mitigation
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policies by itself may result in an increase in crop area, if a significant contribution of bioenergy forms part of the mitigation portfolio.
In some regions the extra crop production as a result of reduced ozone impacts on yields due
to climate mitigation is substantial. For instance, the maize and rice yield gains as a result of
lower ozone concentrations could reach 10% in Asia. For comparison, Easterling et al. (2007)
estimate that climate change impacts on the yield of maize and rice could be in the order of
40% for maize and 20% for rice for local temperatures increases above 3oC. Recently, Tai et
al., (2014) showed similar to this study that air pollution policies have the potential to
partially offset the crop production reduction caused by climate change.
This study provides a first exploration of the effects using relatively simple methods to
estimate crop damage. Some limitations of this integrated approach to crop yield loss
assessment have already been highlighted in previous studies (Van Dingenen et al., 2009;
Avnery et al., 20011a and 2001b). Below we indicate the key limitations of this study.
 Our methodology uses an exposure-based approach which has been widely used to
assess ozone damage on crops. However, the applicability of this approach is limited
because it does not explicitly account for crucial environmental factors (such as
temperature, water availability and plant defence), which are important in evaluating
the rate of ozone uptake by plants and the eventual damage. For this reason, a
mechanistic flux-based method has been designed in recent years (Emberson et al.,
2000; Sitch et al., 2007, Yue and Unger, 2014). In this approach the yield loss is
calculated from the flux of ozone through the stomata. This requires information on
environmental factors like aerodynamic and boundary layer resistance, which affect
the stomatal conductivity and uptake of ozone by plants. Flux-based methods are not
suitable for the kind of large-scale assessment of crop losses undertaken in this study
because of lack of sufficiently reliable data to characterize plant sensitivities (Avnery
et al., 2011a; Van Dingenen et al., 2009). More so, experimental data needed for the
computation of ozone stomatal flux are only available for a limited number of crops.


In this study, we have only accounted for the impacts of future changes in emissions
on ozone concentrations, without considering any possible effects of future climate
change on ozone. Future changes in climatic factors like temperature, precipitation
and changes in the large-scale circulation are likely to also affect surface ozone
concentrations. However, in most regions emission changes are the main factor
influencing the concentrations of ozone in the troposphere in the first half of the
century (Fiore et al, 2012; Young et al., 2013). A further source of uncertainty not
accounted for is the effect of climate change on biogenic emissions of ozone
precursors.



Also, we have not considered possible impacts of climate change on growing season,
as we use a fixed present-day start and length of the growing season in our
calculations of ozone indicators. Changes in the crop calendar is likely to have a small
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impact on crop production losses and land use on a global scale but might be
significant on a local scale (van Dingenen et al., 2009). Furthermore, we do not model
the ozone and CO2 interaction in IMAGE but rather simulate the effects of ozone
changes on the carbon cycle via crop yield. In reality, the reduction in stomatal
conductance that follows elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations suppresses the
ozone effects on plants (see Sitch et al., 2007).


An additional uncertainty is due to biases in the simulated ground-level ozone
concentrations. We therefore applied a bias correction to the model-based ozone
indicators in Europe and the US. This tends to reduce the present-day ozone impacts
on maize production in the US and Europe by on average 48% and 26%, respectively.
In other regions, our calculation of the present-day ozone impacts on crop production
is affected by model biases. The bias correction effect is generally smaller than the
bias itself because the present-day bias and future bias partially offset each other, and
we expect that errors outside of the US and Europe due to these biases to be similar in
size to the US and European errors.



Finally, we assume no changes in agricultural trade regimes in IMAGE. However,
future changes in trade patterns will have impacts on agricultural production and land
use. For instance trade liberation will lead to an increase in trade of agricultural
products and economic benefits in most parts of the world, but to an increase in
environmental pressures (increases in land use) especially in developing exporting
regions. Also, the introduction of ozone resistant species or intensification of
agricultural practices on current crop land could limit the impacts of ozone on land
use.

The limitations mentioned above have little influence on the qualitative conclusions of this
study.
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Electronic Supplementary Material C

Fig. S5.1. Annual total anthropogenic emissions of CO, NOx and NMVOC in the IMAGE scenarios and
corresponding RCPs. Emissions from biomass burning are included in the totals.
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Fig. S5.2. Regional monthly accumulated AOT40 from the selected background measurement stations compared
to TM5. The error bars on the measurements and simulation show one standard deviation of the monthly
accumulated AOT40 for the different station locations in a given region.
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Fig. S5.3. Estimated relative yield loss for maize and rice for the present day (2005) and three scenarios for
2050, for the case without bias correction.
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Fig. S5.4. Crop production (CP) for present day (2005) for different crop types simulated in IMAGE.
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Fig. S5.5. Crop production loss (CPL) for 2005 and 2050, under IM2.6-low, IM6.0-low and IM6.0-high for
maize and rice, for the case without bias correction.
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CHAPTER 6
Synthesis
6.1 Overview of the research presented in this thesis
The research presented in this dissertation is aimed at exploring important relationships
between anthropogenic activities and emissions of air pollutants on the one hand, and
atmospheric composition and the response of the climate system on the other hand. We
combined information from an integrated assessment model, a global chemistry transport
model, and a global climate model to investigate the consequences of air pollution control for
air quality, climate change, crop production and land use in the 21st century. In this
concluding chapter we return to the research questions posed in Chapter 1 and address them
using the results of the previous chapters. We also provide an outlook for future research.
Implications of alternative assumptions regarding future air pollution control in
scenarios similar to the Representative Concentration Pathways
The Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) are a set of emission and concentration
projections that were selected for use in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5), which formed a key input to the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the IPCC. The
RCPs were selected to represent the full range of greenhouse gas emission, concentration and
land-use scenarios in the literature. The whole set of information (i.e. emissions,
concentration and climate outcomes) forms a major database for climate research and
assessment by providing a wide set of possible trajectories for the 21st century, ranging from
a stringent mitigation scenario to a very high level of climate change. The scenarios are also
used for assessment of possible trajectories for air pollutants; however, it was found that the
emission range for these specific species is limited. While the narrow range in the RCPs may
well represent the most likely trajectories of future air pollutant emissions, it does not cover
the extreme scenarios in which only few new air pollution control measures are introduced.
In Chapter 2 we investigated how a wider range of assumptions on future air pollution policy
could lead to different concentrations of air pollutants for two scenarios that in terms of the
assumed climate policies are similar to RCP2.6 and RCP6.0.
In order to do so, we used the IMAGE integrated assessment model to produce low and high
air pollution variants of the scenarios with radiative forcing targets of 2.6 W/m 2 and 6.0
W/m2 in 2100, leading to a much broader range of possible outcomes with respect to the
future evolution of air pollutants compared to the existing RCP scenarios. The TM5 model
was used to estimate the effect of future emission changes on the concentrations of air
pollutants, aerosol optical depth and associated global mean direct radiative forcing of the
different air pollutants. The results show that climate mitigation and air pollution control
policies both have large-scale effects on pollutant concentrations. Regionally, the impacts
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are often of similar magnitude. In 2050, air pollution control is projected to change the
combined global mean direct radiative forcing from methane, ozone and aerosols (mostly due
to reductions in the sulphate). Clearly, if no further air pollution policies would be
implemented, pollution levels could be considerably higher than in the RCPs in some parts of
the world. For instance, in our most extreme scenario the annual mean surface concentrations
of SO4 are projected to increase by more than 25 μg/m3 in India and China in 2050 relative to
2005. Further tightening of air pollution standards, notably in Asia, would be needed to avoid
this. Also, the co-benefits of climate policy on air quality, by stimulating a transition towards
a cleaner energy system, can contribute to achieving further improvement in air quality. For
example, the stringent climate policy assumptions in the high mitigation scenarios could limit
the increase in surface SO4 concentrations to about 5 μg/m3 in 2050 compared to 2005.
Furthermore, the global climate effect of worldwide implementation of air pollution control is
determined by the balance between the reduced warming by ozone and black carbon (BC)
versus the reduced cooling by sulphate and the enhanced warming by methane. Interestingly,
in the scenarios the overall impacts are much smaller than those for individual components
due to a strong cancellation of the contributions of methane, ozone and aerosols to the total
global mean direct radiative forcing. In the most extreme scenario, we estimate a net cooling
effect of about -0.44 W/m2 for aerosols which is partially offset by the warming of methane
and ozone (0.41 W/m2) resulting in a net total radiative forcing of about -0.033 W/m2.
It is important to note that the simulations of future changes in the concentrations of air
pollutants are based on present-day physical climate conditions. In reality, the future climate
will change depending on the scenario assumed for emissions and land use, and this will have
an effect on future air quality as well. Emission changes are nevertheless the most important
driver of changes in tropospheric ozone and aerosols in the coming decades. The effects of
climate change are still very uncertain and model dependent, but are generally expected to be
smaller than emission changes (Stevenson et al., 2006; Lamarque et al., 2011; Fiore et al.,
2012; Young et al., 2013).The adjusted radiative forcing shown in this chapter have their
limitations, and these have been reexamined in chapter 4 where we used EC-Earth with fixed
SSTs to calculate the radiative forcing.
Global and regional climate impacts of future aerosol mitigation in an RCP6.0-like
scenario in EC-Earth
In Chapter 3 we evaluated the climate impacts of the different air pollution scenario
assumptions made in Chapter 2, with focus on the effects of aerosols. To do so, we made long
climate simulations for perpetual 2050 conditions, using the global atmosphere-ocean
coupled climate model EC-Earth, which includes only aerosol direct radiative effects. In
these simulations, the concentrations of sulphate and carbonaceous aerosols were prescribed
based on the low and high air pollution variants of the RCP6.0-like scenario. Our primary
objective was to investigate the long-term climate response to future changes in individual
and combined anthropogenic aerosol components for different air pollution assumptions in
the RCP6.0-like scenarios.
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The results show that reduction of aerosol and precursor emissions through air pollution
control measures result in significant brightening and warming at the surface in some parts
of the tropics and NH mid-latitudes. The aerosol-induced brightening at the surface increases
affects major climate patterns and diabatic heating in the tropics as evident in the changes in
the Hadley cell circulation and associated changes in precipitation in the low latitudes. Our
results show that the brightening at the surface, may reach about 10 W/m2 most notably in
Asia. This signal is dominated by the reduced cooling effect of sulphate which in some areas,
is partially compensated by the decreased warming effect of black carbon. The mitigation of
aerosols and concomitant brightening at the surface results in an increase of up to 0.5°C in
surface temperature in parts of the North America, India and China.
Aerosol reductions can significantly affect the climate at high latitudes especially in the
winter. The strong surface temperature response in the high latitudes is likely related to local
ice albedo feedbacks and nonlocal effects through atmospheric teleconnections. Chapter 3
shows that part of the strong surface temperature response that is seen during the winter at the
poles is likely related to the local ice albedo feedback carried over from the summer. The
reduced sea ice cover in the summer enhances the warming of the ocean surface, which
further enhances sea ice retreat and allows energy uptake by the ocean which is then released
in the winter.
The results reveal increases in zonal mean precipitation of up to about 0.07 mm per day ,
especially in the NH tropics, which might cause anomalies in high-level wind divergence
which acts as a Rossby wave source (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981). The results show that
changes in aerosol concentrations alter the Hadley cell circulation, precipitation and cloud
cover in the NH tropics. The simulated changes in the Hadley cell circulation in our coupled
runs with EC-Earth are consistent with the changes found in previous studies (Ming and
Ramaswamy, 2009; Yoshimori and Broccoli 2008, Ocko et al., 2014). The anomalies in
geopotential height indicate a Pacific-North American (PNA) response in the Northern
Hemisphere ( see Wallace and Gutzler 1981).
Efficacy of aerosol forcings in an RCP6.0-like scenarios
The objective of Chapter 4 was to estimate the effectiveness of different aerosol components
in causing climate change compared to carbon dioxide. To this end, we considered the same
aerosol perturbations as in Chapter 3, and applied them in EC-Earth simulations with
prescribed SSTs and sea ice. This allowed us to estimate the efficacies associated with the
direct radiative forcing of sulphate and black carbon individually, as well as of a combined
perturbation in sulphate and carbonaceous aerosols. Although a number of studies (Hansen et
al., 2005; Yoshimori and Broccoli 2008; Kummer and Dessler, 2014) have estimated the
efficacy of different aerosols forcing agents, the number of climate models for which such an
analysis has been carried out is limited.
Our results reveal a broad range of efficacies for different anthropogenic aerosol
components. The results show that the heterogeneous distribution of aerosol forcings evokes
regional clouds feedbacks that cause the global mean surface temperature response to be
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much different from that induced by a more uniformly distributed CO2 forcing of the same
overall magnitude. As such, the efficacies for the aerosol perturbations investigated here
differ from unity. We find an aerosol efficacy of 286% for the combined aerosols, 112% for
sulphate and 41% for black carbon.
We found higher radiative forcing (-0.22 Wm-2) associated with these aerosols reductions in
Chapter 2, based on a simple calculation following the MAGICC6 approach. In Chapter 2,
we used present-day radiative forcing fields from Hansen et al. (2005) and applied a simple
linear scaling based on the anthropogenic contributions to the optical depths of the different
aerosol components as simulated by the TM5 model. The fixed SST forcing estimates
obtained in Chapter 4 (about -0.007 Wm-2 for the combined aerosols) using fixed SST ECEarth simulations are much lower than the adjusted forcing estimate obtained in chapter 2.
Part of the difference between the adjusted and fixed SST forcings stem from the fact that the
latter include more feedbacks compared to the former. Clearly, there are large model
differences between EC-Earth and the GISS model used in Hansen et al. (2005) that might
explain part of the differences between the estimated adjusted and fixed SST forcings. For
instance, the scattering and absorption efficiencies per unit aerosol mass are likely to be
different in both models due to differences in the way the aerosol optical properties are
computed.
In our EC-Earth simulations in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we used prescribed monthly
aerosols fields from the CAM model, and scaled the concentrations of sulphate, black carbon
and organic aerosols from their CAM values for 2005 to the target values for 2050, using the
corresponding concentration ratios simulated by TM5 model for the different scenarios. The
use of prescribed monthly aerosol fields neglects correlations introduced by synoptic
variability, for instance related to wet removal and interactions with clouds. This tends to
decrease the simulated aerosol direct radiative effects under clear-sky conditions, and in the
case of BC above clouds. It is important to note that other models in CMIP5 (Taylor et al.,
2012) also used prescribed monthly aerosol fields and did not simulate aerosols interactively.
Also, we did not take into consideration the nitrate aerosol forcing. The impact of nitrate on
future climate will likely become more important, as ammonia emissions are projected to
increase (van Vuuren et al., 2011). Bellouin et al. (2011) indicated that nitrate aerosols are
likely to become the dominant aerosol component in Europe and Asia and decelerate the
decrease in aerosol cooling on a global scale. Nitrate concentrations are quite difficult to
model, especially with global models, because of the strongly localized pattern of ammonia
emissions and the semi-volatile character of nitric acid.
The climate responses presented in Chapters 3 and 4 only take into account the direct
radiative effects of the imposed aerosol changes. Aerosols also affect the climate indirectly
by modulating cloud microphysical processes that influence cloud properties such as albedo,
lifetime and precipitation efficiency (Boucher et al., 2013). Other studies (e.g. Kloster et al.,
2010, Levy et al., 2013, Shindell et al., 2013, Boucher et al., 2013) have taken into account
the indirect aerosol effects on cloud albedo and cloud lifetime. Including the aerosol indirect
effect would likely make the sulphate effects more important relative to other aerosols like
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black carbon. For instance, Levy et al. (2013) found that both the temperature and the
precipitation show much stronger responses when aerosol indirect effects are included, but
uncertainties on the physical processes and representation in numerical models are very large
and require further research. The EC-Earth model used in chapters 3 and 4 has a higher
spatial resolution than most climate models used in CMIP5 and represents dynamics better
than most other models ( see Zappa et al., 2013).
Global impacts of surface ozone changes on crop yields and land use
In Chapter 5 we estimated ozone impacts on crop production and subsequent impacts on land
use in the 2005-2050 period using results of the TM5 atmospheric chemistry model and the
IMAGE integrated assessment model. For the crops represented in IMAGE, we computed the
relative yield losses based on published exposure-response functions. The main objective of
this study was to estimate the impacts of future changes in surface ozone on agricultural
yields and land use under different assumptions of future air pollution and climate policies.
Although a number of studies (e.g. van Dingenen et al., 2009; Avnery et al., 2011) have
looked at the impact of surface ozone on crops, hardly any attention has yet been paid to the
subsequent impact on land use. We use the set of scenarios presented in Chapter 2 to assess
the possible impacts of ozone concentration changes on future crop yields and consequently
land use.
This study shows that the higher ozone concentrations resulting from the scenario without
additional air pollution control or climate policy would lead to an increase in crop damage
in 2050. Both air pollution policies or climate policies (through co-benefits) could limit crop
yield losses due to ozone in the most affected regions as a result of lower emissions of ozone
precursors. The increase in ozone induced crop damage resulting from the scenario assuming
no improvement in current air pollution policies (IM6.0-high) in 2050 would be around 20%
(up to 10 metric tons/km2) for maize and rice in India and China relative to 2005. The
implementation of air pollution policies (IM6.0-low) could limit future crop yield losses due
to ozone to maximally 10% in the most affected regions in 2050. Reductions in crop yield
losses can also be achieved as a result of co-benefits from implementing stringent climate
policy. For instance, in Asia crop production loss decreases from a maximum of about 10
metric tons/km2 to approximately 5 metric tons/km2 following the implementation of climate
policy. Interestingly, the co-benefit of climate policy in terms of reduced ozone-damage on
crop yields can be of similar magnitude as the avoided crop damage as a direct result of the
reduced temperature and precipitation change.
Ozone impacts on crops may also impact the land-use change and thus emissions from land
use. If air pollution measures are not enforced as assumed in the IM6.0-high scenario, crop
yield losses due to ozone changes would require an increase in global crop area of
approximately 1.3 million km2 in 2050 in order to produce the same amount of food.
However, the development of less sensitive ozone cultivars will likely result in a decrease in
crop area needed to produce a given amount of food. The implementation of current and
planned air pollution legislation until 2030, and additional abatement measures thereafter as
assumed under IM6.0-low, have a clear yield impact in Asia and smaller impacts in other
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parts of the world. Assuming that the same amount of food is produced, the abatement
policies would reduce crop area in 2050, mostly in Asia. The indirect impact of ozone on land
use under the high mitigation scenarios (IM2.6-low) is small because the stringent climate
and air pollution policies measures assumed under these scenario. Although the high climate
mitigation scenario requires less land in response to ozone damage, it needs more land use for
bio-energy production that forms part of the mitigation portfolio. In IMAGE, bio-energy
crops are cultivated mostly on abandoned agricultural land and grassland. This occurs mainly
in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries and the
former Soviet Union in the first half of the century (see van Vuuren et al., 2007).
The possible feedback of changes in ozone concentrations on land-use related CO2 emissions
was found to be rather small in most parts of the globe. The highest increase in the
cumulative CO2 emissions between 2005 to 2050 due to the impacts of ozone changes on
crops is found for the IM6.0-high scenario, where we estimate an increase of about 3.7 Pg C
compared to the case without ozone changes, which is 1 Pg C of total CO2 emission during
this period. However, in Asia a significant increase of the cumulative CO2 emissions from
land use can be noticed due the impacts of ozone increases under both the IM6.0-low and
IM6.0-high scenarios.
In the calculation of the ozone impact on the different crop types in IMAGE, we made use of
the exposure-based approach which has been widely used to assess ozone damage on crops.
The applicability of this approach is limited, however, because it does not explicitly take into
account crucial environmental factors (e.g. temperature, water availability and plant defence),
which are important in assessing the rate of ozone uptake by plants and the subsequent
impact. As such, a mechanistic flux-based method has been developed in recent years (Sitch
et al., 2007, Yue and Unger, 2014), where crop yield loss is calculated from the flux of ozone
through the stomata. Flux-based methods are not yet suitable for the kind of large-scale
assessment of crop losses undertaken in this study because of lack of sufficiently reliable data
to characterize plant sensitivities (Avnery et al., 2011; Van Dingenen et al., 2009). More so,
experimental data needed for the computation of ozone stomatal flux are only available for a
limited number of crops.
One of the major sources of uncertainty relates to biases in the simulated ground-level ozone
concentrations. We applied a bias correction to the model-based ozone indicators in Europe
and the US, where we found reliable ground measurement data. In other regions, our
calculation of the present-day ozone impacts on crop production are affected by model biases.
The bias correction effect is generally smaller than the bias itself because the present-day bias
and future bias partially offset each other.
6.2 Further research
The research presented in this dissertation aimed to explore some important linkages between
anthropogenic activities and the atmospheric composition and climate system and crop yield
loss. Further research could be geared toward expanding the research on feedbacks and
linkages between IAMs and ESMs in a more consistent way. Firstly, the consistent modelling
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framework we used, from the IAM (IMAGE) to the CTM (TM5) to the ESM (EC-Earth), and
also back to the IAM, should be extended to other models. The results of such studies can
then be compared to those reported in this thesis to see if they have similar behaviour like the
models used in this study. This can provide the foundation for further development of ESM
and IAM coupling in a more robust framework.
Secondly, there are additional feedbacks and linkages between IAMs and ESMs (e.g. see van
Vuuren et al., 2012) that have not yet been evaluated and need further investigation. For
instance, Isaac and van Vuuren (2009) showed that climate change could lead to a decrease
energy demand for heating and an increase in demand for energy for cooling. A first
calculation showed that the additional GHG emissions from the energy demand associated
with these changes are small. However, apart from GHGs, future changes in energy demand
as a resulting changing heating and cooling patterns are expected to give rise to changes in
the emissions of air pollutants. Due to their inhomogeneous spatial distributions, their
impacts on regional climate as shown in Chapter 4 can be much larger.
The results presented in Chapter 2 can be extended to include the impact of future changes in
climate on air pollution levels and the impact of climate change on biogenic VOC and other
natural emissions. This would require an interactive simulation of atmospheric chemistry and
aerosols, as has recently become possible through integration of TM5 in EC-Earth (van Noije
et al., 2014). Such a simulation will also enable a more consistent simulation of the climate
effects of aerosols (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). Such simulations are planned for the upcoming
CMIP6 simulations. The new EC-Earth version that will be used for CMIP6 will include both
aerosol-radiation interactions and aerosol-cloud interactions. It is important to note that the
computation of aerosol forcing in climate models is still associated with large uncertainties
(Boucher et al., 2013 and references therein). For instance, Stevens et al. (2015) showed that
climate models can still not adequately simulate the aerosol forcings over the historical
period. As such, further improvements in aerosols models are required.
In the future, a more mechanistic flux based approach should be used to assess the ozone
impact on crops in place of the exposure-response approach used in this thesis (Chapter 5). In
EC-Earth, such an approach can be made possible by coupling TM5 to the dynamic
vegetation model LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al., 2014). This will also make it possible to simulate
the impact of ozone on natural vegetation, which likely presents a significant climate forcing,
as illustrated by Sitch et al. (2007). To be able to do so, additional experimental data would
be needed for the computation of the ozone stomatal flux, which are currently only available
for a limited number of crops.
Future efforts to fully coupled IAMs and ESM would have to balance the competing needs
between scientific and policy oriented assessment. For instance, a coupled IAMs-ESMs
meant to be used as a policy tool need to be computationally efficient to allow multiple
experiments assessing different policy options to be performed in the shortest time possible,
while coupled IAMs-ESMs system to be used as a scientific tool require more details and
may operate much slower. The appropriate level of details such as the spatial scale of the
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assessment and the degree of parametrization of the physical process modelled to be included
must be defined at each stage of the integration.
In this dissertation, we have indicated that there is a need for further integration of IAMs and
ESMs research efforts to better understand interactions between human activities and the
climate system. Further cooperation between IAM and ESM research communities in the
future is likely to give rise to more complex model linkages. While the full integration of
IMAGE and EC-Earth would enable more consistent simulations, it would also result in a
more complex modelling framework with less flexibility and less opportunities for exploring
uncertainty. Simplified couplings of IAMs and ESMs components might therefore be
sufficient to investigate many of the existing linkages and feedbacks of interest to climate
research.
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